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Abstract 

This study examines the issue of rewriting, its impact on Samuel 

Richardson's editorial and writing practice and the implications this 

practice has had for women. Using Richardson's 1741 novel, Pamela, as 

the example, the study focuses in its first chapter on the circumstances 

surrounding Richardson's creation of a sequel (Pamela II) to the 

enormously successful two-volume Pamela I. 

In Chapter two, three rape scenes are closely read for the ways in 

which they are rewritten or retold by various characters and across the 

gap between "original" version and sequel. The pattern which emerges 

is one of increasing editorial control of Pamela's writing by her 

husband. Pamela is also shown to be complicit in this rewriting process. 

In Chapter three, the author of this study enters into the 

rewriting process herself in order to explore the relationship between 

circumscribed women's roles in the Eighteenth Century and the 

situation for women today. This issue is explored through the use of 

feminist and psychoanalytic theory as well as contemporary media 

imagery. 
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Rewriting 
Editorial 

and Richardson's 
Frame 

I have as a rule not reproduced the process 
of interpretation to which the patient's associations 

and communications had to be subjected, but only the 
results of that process. 

Freud "Fragment of An Analysis of a Case of Hysteria" 
(Penguin Freud Library, Vol. 8, 41). 

Mass production and literary elite production share in important 
features of production, which have bearings on the question of 

representation. They share the principle of meritocracy and the 
irresponsibility of authorship, of production itself .... The 

responsibility for production has been shoved off, apparently onto 
the shoulders of consumers, while the authQr)i.ty, the authorship of 

production has been made to disappear from view. 
Susanne Kappeler, The Pornography of Representation, 129-30 
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An enormous amount of critical energy has been spent on 

Pamela back to her source in order to "prove" that Samuel 

's Pamela is based on a "true story". This obsession, with its 

~""""IiM'JY and inherillflee (was it possible that a story 
::~~~>, ,,:"9" ,.,r"" 

'ty a took place?), 

er social isSttes; espe,pally those:, "'W'.".J o.u."'-~".J.,A; 
;if/!' '~.'::~.". . .•.. 

essential womanhood in the novel. ~c~u;e botllHtitBardsonand 

;J!~:"amela are text producers we should not fail to consider how ~+2,f! 

pf'bduction processes work in representations. 

positions. Afe tjpf.p!lt{s 
~. ", 

partiCular ways to bolstertl!.ese positions? 

Richardson',s ,editorial frame serves to mask his authority without 
~ 

diminishingTt. Within the frame of the epistolary novel, Pamela 

rewrites Richardson's public opinions into her private thoughts and 

suspends them in the private form of the letter. Richardson never 

wholly passes the story over to Pamela. The truths in the novel remain 

those of a middle-aged merchant class man and not those of a fifteen·, 
¥" 

year-old waiting maid. Richardson's editorial frame informs us that the 

editor has select~~imct organized Pamela's letters} In the business 

d, Richardson is not only Pamela's editor, he is 

's publisher. We are never given any indication of how the 

~.~ 
1 An intere~ social q uesQep to 

have pU~~ished her~~~s herself!' 
could not 
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"1IIiUJL"V~ came to possess these letters, what his relationship is to Pamela 

is presl.Ullably the owner of the letters, and what her cut of the 

IfI1II!IIW~ll'S edit,~~e of an anonymous editor 

of identifyin 

control of me text .. of 
""'!I' "il:' 1- #/' 

Pamela's process. Pamela u's position as a text wMtten solely; it seems, 

'in order to rewrite (and re-right) the damage done by Pamela .1'»;,::'/ 

irrlitators and pirates makes it a """n-,r'11 

from this point of view. 

anxiety, it ~"~S<:w_~u:nlel'f'f 

no-state of virginity into ~age. 

~\d.'C:':>UUFt text to look at 

is a,s,trange mix. 
~r~'\>;if1' 

Richardson's printeli.'s face is exposed more clearly In Pamela II -- much 

of his discussion on polygamy for example comes from a book he 

printed for Patrick Delaney in 1737 called Reflections upon polygam,x.. 

and the encouragement given to that practice in the scriptures of the 

Old Testam~nt (Sale, Master Printer, 165).3 In Pamela II Pamela moves 

#" 
21 will refer throughout this paper to Volumes I and II as Pamela 

rand to Volumes III an<;1.JV as Pamela II. I have used the 1971 Riverside 
edition of Pamelirf'lIIited by Eaves and Kimpel and all references to 
Volumes I and II are tciken from this edition. Because a combined 

nOt available to me, I am using the 1929 
of Volumes III and N. Quotations from Pamela 

to the specific volume used. 
3 Alan McKillop identillllfllll"'amela's "account of the 

<a.-",nO ••• as inspire~t1y by the letters on masquerades in 
Spectator No.14 au.ct Guardian No. 154". As well, asserts that 
some of Richardso1t'~ material for by friends; 
Alexander Gordon th . quary headed 'Some 
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.,1, 

'1J.0t only into marriage but into authority as more and more of her 
.~ 

'~, 

WJijLtiIJl~ becQmes organized away from private letters and into 

DiagnoSis: 
""'~~ 

1 

.DUt· son's anxiety does not just 
iP .>l:;j,~~ 

Richardson W(lS. always anxious. The' writi~g an~ut)lication of Pamela 

>{ involves Richardson in writing a kind of social mobility for .b~ 

with a movement from private letter to public (not to 

's particular 
.,' , 

anxiety is ·tOl·m'~kWi"~"1 

Pamela and his subsequent~ovels. 

"[s]erious and impc:;u:tant works were usually publisfied in a relatively 
... / 

expensive form, and then, if successful, in cheaper editions. In the 

publication of Pamela Richardson had reversed this order, testing his 

success at first with a duodecimo edition and then following it up with a 

sumptuous octavo" (McKillop, 155). Richardson was similarly cautious 

with the copyright of Pamela: "When I had written the two fIrst Vols. of 
..• ' 

Eamela, and was urged by a particular Friend to put it to the Press, I 

accepted of 20 Gnirl .. for two Thirds of the Copy-Right, reserving to 
.-....... 

As 'McKillop points out, "[t]he continuation of 

and the whole of Clarissa and Grandison, were Richardson's 

(MCKillOP'~ 
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Richardson's caution is rooted in his moral commitment to text 

uction.as instruction. In initially urging him to "write a little 

letters, in a common style" (Rivington, 33), the booksellers 

IIJIIIItI!lJijj¥~O saw Rich~.'s personal letters as 
'r.M ,1;yt" 

t for an 

.truc8on al on writillg'letters. JUcbardsonp 
r:~~\~ ............. .. 

farther by inqlliring if it wouldflbe any harm ... ii-orie should instruct 

them how they should think and act in common cases as well as~e?" 

(Rivington, 33). Richardson r S cornmllmlen 

Duck: "I aJl). •. ~ on;~._~ ... 
(McKillop, 63). 

".f"r,u··,.,nn is emphasized 

he writes .to Stephen 

.'~i, :F' 

It was with,tlle publication of John Kelly's Partlela's Conduct in 
.J./ 

High Life (f741) that Richardson began to fear so much that he would 

"lose control" of Pamela (and I'm sure this fear was economic as well as 

psychological) that he publicly dropped the device of editorial 

anonymity in order to claim and maintain ownership and authorShip of 

the content of the commodity, Pamela. According to a letter Richardson 
j,.. .. 

sent to James Leake in August 1741, Chandler, the bookseller, who had 
~\t" 

employed John W-ell''tO write this continuation of Pamela, defended his 
.... ,~ 
understood that [Richardson] had neither the 

Richardson continued: 

5 
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I told him it was true ... but that I said it [was] 
upon a Supposition that no one would offer to 
meddle with it at least without consulting me: 
But that if such an attempt were made, I was 
resolved ... to do it myself, rather than my Plan 
should [basely] ravishe<\~ out of my Hands, 

my c~!lfers tlepreciated and 
hirnthcii: still I would decline 

and other di 
my own , but if they 
and would; and Ad¥~se aga:iD.st 

as soon as they PubUIle6i:~d the ,_ 
Assurance [Impudence] to propose Mme, to 
join my Materictls to their Author[s] and to 
[so] let it corne out under my Name: A Proposctl 
I rejected with the Contempt it deserved. Next 
he offered to cancel 4 ~"U;O;<;:;"" 
printed ... and to 
continue it, for him 
(McKillop;" 
~ 

McKillop goef"'on to describe Richardson as " 

under compulsion and with ~an oppressive sense of mponsibility" 

(McKillop, 51¥. 1\s well, Richardson's health interfered with the 

enterprise, and in his letter to Leake there are references to "Tremors" 

along with a description of himself as "one whose old Complaints in the 

Nervous way require that he should sometimes run away from Business, 

and from himself, if he could" (McKillop, 53-4). Much of his energy 

during the last six months of 1 f41 was taken up writing statements, 

notices and ann~~ements attacking the High Life Men who were 
"' 'o'\-

~·V\.J.a.uu~._,t:.1.1 work with his original. To complicate 

4Pamela I apparent1~ented more than mere text to 
Ri n. His use of ~e "ravish'd" in reference to imitators' 
relationship to hi:j ... tex. t forms strong associations to 's own 
experiences of att~ted rape ev~s she virtue in the 
novel. 
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matters 

~" 
"~prge 

. ...·t.. I . 

Pamel~r1y'in 1741. ... [and] with ~~partiality,.:~al 

~.High Life, ~d either copied ()~ncoctf#d an 
~\%lo 

calcula:t;~d to delude uriwary purchasers" ( 

Books 

. ering the distasteful _d time-consuJ:!ling drama 

mes involved inf:tt~ a result,?~J~~~s ~k antrthe 
",,%4'''''':''. 

the other Pamela 0 °tators, Pamela II can be vieweq~s apF 
optimistic text product~\\~.Clson articulates n1!' o~\most 

..... .,'I"T',An de~es in Pamela's apparently smo:::0-::;J,"'~~.-'-' 

7 
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float miscel1ane~.~iscus~ of these subj 

only points to Wi,W' 
\ indicates just how u ed Richardson had been by his 

,\,:,:~~~\" ~~,' ti'Y"c\ ~ \, , 

imitators after ilfn,ela I was pub1isli~.">< 

T*being Reason to apprehend, 
from the former Attempts of some . t~~.~"'\ 

sing the Story of PAMELA 
murder'd LLJ."""'11l!ll! 



.. 
~. 
"~ 

uction of Pamela'~i!>ooks preclude an1v~.lt~~ttion in the 
.'11" . 

of her audience. Though Ric~fSn 'l5egins, in Pamel, I, to 
'Of 

te the elaSticity'19r ti:i'~'no, 
$J7,' <i:' 

audience, the ac~f letfers 
0,,', , " 

surreptitiously (e~~ally by'itr. B.) ties into the movemelH of the 
l:s~,',::" ~,v", 

's moral web where Mr. B. is t~~fpamel~:~ 
'tl,l\f'like "benevOlently" ., 

< •• ;;.~Qnquered 
" ':'t\~S,1~*r 

read by" 
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mmediat~~,~oguized it butpamela 
$ 

up with the p~to become a very dangerou)~or' 

marriage her "s~nQblinglf described by ari~tocr~tic 
,,1~1~~~:\~ 

threatenmg the social order and UHJLJ.a. .. ~.~~p 
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shares were 
held by members . 
... These congers a certain ~t 

they were to be po~~rt\!! ·~·f· 
could bring an author to teI1lll!::':lnave found 

0"7'."0 ....... 0 to suggest ~lIJ'~*~o ers dealt unfairly with 
. It is true, however, thattb. generally 

to publish bthat were financial risks even 
contri ons to knowledge..~;. 

Jr., Samuel Richardson: Master Printer f ,.~.~u ' •. 
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12 

pecifically deal pamel~;;~:!;~~tatfb~ of 'Mr. B. in 

~specifiCally~efer~ to her wri~. '#' B. 
';it II lie'!!' 

writing and undeistanG its 



"~oughts on Education in writing works as a means to monopolize 

's writing time. What their personal relationship suffers in this 

of a husband and wife who write to each other about 

~Iki.u· dren <asJt i.,read through Locke's text), Mr. 

who Pamela's 

ge of Pamela's correspondents become 
,~ /" 'x~~k~.'f!sti, " 

. _~for him 

during the masquerade affair, and it is not insigftificant that Pamela's 

"letters to him on education follow the conclusion of that episode., 

Indeed the issue of how private 

of)he B.' s power 

relations. scenes in 

which this occurs in Pameli, II play mE~m~)e11~S out differently from 

that in the first bosom snatching (where Mr. B., caught, apparently, in 

a jealous fantasy that Pamela is writing to a rival admirer, snatches and 

reads her letter to her parentst. For one thing, the act of Mr. B. 

snatching a letter from Pamela's bosom betomes less an overtly sexual 

act in Pamela II. After all, as his wife, Pamela's body already belongs to 

him. There are other aspects ot-Pamela's body which can only be 

aegotiated after marriage. The primary negotiation takes place around 
-(!"x ,"" 

Pamela's pregnant b~y and her desire to breastfeed. By the end of 

to discuss the issue in her correspondence 

l1Pamela'~uty to her husband is further '-"~:~_LU""L.";\.L formally 
by her decision to 'l&ave one side...qf the corrections 
and alter~tions" (VO!.~61). 

" "'1',",," 

,,ptiI,, 
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~. Richardson uses the success or failure of the bosom snatch as a 
,~ . 
... ...,.iltJ.J.';U reiteration of his moral position on the topics being discussed; 

Pamela put the letter to Polly Darnford into her bosom but 

1Il'II"I""~ she nego~ With him based on Polly's 
'~0:'ff ~ '* 

sfully wins III, 416). 

rmitted to discuss the issue 
/~:~:;~, 

. r. 
writes to her parents for their opInion on the sultject), she 

ultimately, win the right to breastfeed. It is her bosom but obviQWl\ty 

not her choice. During the masquerade 

Pamela is able ·to .... _rral 

Davers in her bosom witho\lt being detected. 

Volume N, Pamela 

letter to Lady 

is not to imply though 

that Pamela behav:.ei. coldly or with calculation. She is, in fact, desperate 
,,_.f" " 

to appear calm, to be composed. Composure, after all, is one of her 

wifely duties. Composition is more and more the kind of writing 

practice she engages in as her writing becomes more managed and 

project-oriented. The correspondence she wants to hide from Mr. B. --

to which she talks as she hears him -- is comprised of writing which ,'" 
reveals just how unstable she is becoming in her knowledge of his 

It %( 

relationship witlr·ili~'Countess . 
...-, 

2She has J2fesumably also become a more 
wife and househo'lMJIlanager, ha~ 
managed the affair en lackey and 

uate and efficient 
secretly 
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But here I must break off. 
He is returned, and eOrning up. Go into my 
Bosom for the present, 0 letter dedicated to 
dear Lady Davers! --Come to my Hand, the 
Play Employment,13 so unsuited to my present 
afflicted Mind! -- Here he comes! 

'. Cy,pL#1,tS7) 

Her ~havio hese 1 p • reveal is, in ~~s, less than 
,",c· .,~ •. ;".,(C\, 

atmplary,f. gh it is interestin~ wi~l'Wllat sympaili~~,,~darity 
,~$, , \"f ",_ Y'f~ "'- t/ "'0\ ":,"", ~ 

she is treated by Lady Davers. This female suppert marks a pale 

women's sphere subsumed and co-opted for the most part by loyalty to 

'Wifely duty but still able to operate, traditional roles or 

published, he is also permitt~d to expose his 

privately. Pamela!s"'Public acts and private acts are carefully 
.~-,"'" ." 

circumscribed by her husband's rules (which instruct her primarily to 

cover-up) and her own fear of appearing anything less than 

exemplary. Jealousy, as a vice, is an emotion that Pamela must gain 

control of. Richardson rewards Mr. B.'s virtue when the affair with the 

Countess is abandoned by allowjJJ.g him to demand, possess and read the 

eOtrespondence on the affair between Pamela and Lady Davers and as a 
~~'0'" 

result learns of Jfameht's true lack of composure. 14 To create the 

. that this "play employment" is needlework, it 
an ironic resonance since earlier in Pamela II, Mr. B. has told 

to leave needlew~rk maids and pursue writing. In an 
al ,arne of mind, Mr. ld have been able to enter the room and 

~ 

"read" Pamela's ".elay employment" as a false step. 
14When he~~ssured that ~ ~dy~en party to 

Pamela's ~ety ar~l~~e affair He s~aeadu:e of three days 

" 

15 
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BlIJOs.e the 

YV.\cIDUU. it in her proper cap~( 

ly complicit in this ~ting. One gf her exemplary 
iiil (~~~':» 

S that though sh.f' allows hers~f ~e ot!tasionat'ironic 
,;),~j , '}J;f$",t~t"f:,Y;\l we 

(liet italicized comm on Mr. B.'s rules at the end of I , .', 

~eemlent with the regulation of 
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, growing 
"'. 'I 

the ho_ fu"'PameIa IT, we see het~st as het'i>~Y 
•• ,w' ing pregnaJ;.lcy~. into her neW 5"'I~. Pam,eIa 

~W 
requestwr entertain r~~uests that*'explici 

(like the Jacke from Mr. B. 
" i,:j 

Co'-, 

~:,~~<': ,\ 
private acts as a'Wife 



s Mr. B.'s inheritance in Pamela I?) and apologizing for her inability to 

her correspondence with Lady Davers there is a tension 

Davers ~ds Pamela to write and 

what she (or send). OV( 

.ys tlla.t exercises hereditoria]. will on LadY 
~,' ",;,~~, 

her more than she "requires," though not alwa~more of 

writing. Transcription plays its role here, for Pamela can send a letter 

to Lady Davers which is constructed from 

correspondent's 

correspondence ,~Ill(!l""rfl!lI the fact that 

now that she is mistress of a household she 

writing and to enclQse "not only the copy of the Letter your Ladyship 
,lJi.<> , 

desired meTa send you, but my Father's answer to it" (Vol. III, 58). She 

also, through the use of self-deprecating flattery, hints to Lady Davers 

that the character of her writing will be different from that of her 

undirected "virginal" letters. "I will proceed to obey your ladyship, and 

write with as much freedom as I possibly can: for you must not expect 
j" 

t;hat I can entirely divest myself of that awe which will necessarily lay 
~ 

me under a greate.r~traint, than if I was writing to my father and 

in this context, does comprise a subtle form of 
The issue of copy right (does Pamela have the right to copy 

of others and dJilljllllllre it?) is not explored by Richardson. 
it preoccupied ~reat deal in his own practice, what 

points out about his own indiscriminate borrOwing of other 
people's writing ~ his book con~cts see note 
on page 3 or MCKilloP~. . 

'*'~ -"" '~" "c\'4'X\",' 
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(58). Though Lady Davers continually "requires," (58) 

n: ... '':lr,''" " (58) "commands," (62) "insists," (101), Pamela often manages 

the content and quantity of their correspondence. But there 

orrespondents..,...age and control her. As her 
c, ,<~ / 

ucts, especiall~ h Pamela's 

,17 her instrUCti~~ to ;~~ung1atuf'~}.,:"""a,ll,,\~,~:~~er 

nursery tales and stories, it is im~oriant'to rem.,ber the letter near the 

beginning of Volume N in which Lady Davers names Pamela's 

children. Pamela's ability to produce <l~l", .. r'nT"'i'" heirs for Mr. B. and 

central in Lady Davers' 

correspon4ence Wil~M11! 

Just as Lady Davers directs Pamela to 

topics, and, indeed, 10 produce books of play reviews and devotions for 
,,,,,f/<'" -

her personal use, Polly directs Pamela to write for her. Though Lady 

Davers recognizes Pamela as exemplary, she does not seek Pamela's 
,;,',0 

correspondence as a guide to life in the way that Polly does. Polly 

Darnford is motivated not only by Pamela's exemplary status to maintain 

a correspondence with her but by her own need for entertainment and 

her desire to winter with the B's in London. She allows her parents 

access to pamela~"l'_rs, hoping to gain their consent. She appears to 

'''' 17She talks to Mr. ~eading the child in order to respond 
properly to Locke's boot: 

18Pamela's~scussion with~ss~tap " ularly 
revealing here (Vol~ 425-32).: . . " 

. '",,.,., 
''''';;-1.n 

~'" 

,~~ 
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express concern for Pamela's terror of childbirth by attempting to 

"' ..... · .. "r·r her with a direction to write: 

First, Where he has borne with any Infirmity 
of yp . and I know #,l.1m1e where you 

uch artt! epportunity, except 
et into pourist Habit way 
emper . oughtful and , 

. , That, in Complaisanc:::e to your' '1; ;'." ",,:. 
ecedes from his o~ ~ ._~ Instance~~~'~f!':;~f~ '" 

Next, Whether he breaks not into )«j)Ur' " 
Retirements un~remoniously, and without 
Apology or Concern; as I have hinted above 
(Vol. III, 410). 

This concern, though, masks ."''WIl need to impress her 

life and her own 

.preoccupatiott-

Richardson uses Polly$Darnford's unresolved s@HUal status as an 

opportunity,,!~ discuss upper-class attitudes towards virginity from the 

point of view of both the virgin and her father. Pamela's class 

background and the relative powerlessness of her father did not allow 

Richardson to explore this relationship in Pamela I. Polly presents her 

relationship with her father, Simon Darnford, as difficult in order to 

enlist Pamela's support. Indeed', there is some mirroring of the Pamela

Mr. B. relationship.in Polly's feelings of imprisonment as well as in 
,~-' '~">,'h, 

Simon Darnforq's unrea,§..QPableness, his violence and his desire to 

hen Pamela presumes to give Simon Darnford 

he reacts by writi~ B. He is very much affronted by his 
..... 

s attempt to have Pamela, exemplary as she is, interfere in his 

" regulation of her. The sexual reg~on 
4if!2~-

d<' ""w"~'~4, 

20 



9iscussion only by men. Darnford's view is given some weight by the 
"*, 

that he is not Polly's seducer, but her father. His concern, as he 

it to Mr. B., is to regulate Polly's sexuality and he considers it 

supporter by 
".,.. 

o close relationship wi~,~er. The fa' )i~~,,~~ela is 
" ~>'%l~~I.K' '" , '<s,.--.,~;"~ 

pregnant seems particularly to bother him. HiiiWOiry, as he expresses 

,it in a letter to Mr. B., is that the B's will show Polly "all the Game of a 

L,mg-in; and, at least, set the Girl a'A .......... one in the Dance 

He also feaJ:'S thau-..a(Jp~S" an old rake) 

will be awakened by the pr,e~sence of a 

But Richardson und.ermines any authority Simon Darnford has by 
r / 

portraying lilm humourously, especially in Mr. B.'s letter. In doing so 

he is able to assert that part oLPamela's example is to demonstrate a 

progression of attitudes, a movement from aristocratic values regarding 

inheritance to middle-class ones. 

Through Polly's long letters to Pamela we learn a great deal about 
/' 

other, perhaps more typical marriage arrangements made for young 

girls of the uppe/ditsses.l 9 Richardson's inclusion in Mr. B.'s rules of 

__ IOOT' .... _ Marriage is absolutely Necessary" (Pamela 

-- is actually played out in the story that Polly Darnford writes of 

,:»VerneIH from Vir~ried woman. Polly rebels. Though 

" "' .. "'~ 19Richardson e lores this ~lm~'"D.x '~a.r:,~sa. 
""'&<io;" 
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is the eldest daughter, Polly passes one suitor whom she does not 

on to an unhappy marriage with her disagreeable sister Nancy 

also does not like). She also rejects a potential match 

IF''''''!lIIIIO.;s,,"~who hopes tjf'tnarry her to lackey, because 
~i" 

and does man~/~~~e and, of course, 
-">I"" " \~'S~,~:'~'/" 

Richardson cannot rewrite PamelatS'·"a s!n~e that 
: _ j>1;'~:' ... 

would erase Ule valuable lesson in itl"for servan~irls. He does, though, 

by expanding Polly Darnford's role in Pamela II, create a space in 
: l;, .• ~,,/' 

wlfich courtship of a different sort can be 

romanticization of courtship. Because Pam 

past and Polly can.nQt emulate it, Pamela laughs away the terror of her 
if' . 

own experience, firmly associates its occurrence with her social status, 

and fantasizes an ideal courtslJ.ip which Polly will supply her with and 

more importantly write to her about. 

Pray, then, let me know how Gentlemen court 
their Equals in Degree; how they look when 
they address you,~th their Knees bent, 
sighing, supplicating, and all that, as Sir 
Sim say~ with the words Slave, Servant, 
A . continually at their tongues' ends . 

. __ (Vol. III, 160) 

20Richardson does s other absurdly happy love story 
"'_ ..... ,vJ.j.,_.l.usion with that "Lady G --, Miss DARNFORD that 

was.. in Childbed Fourth Child" (Vol. N, 454). This may 
connect directly t~the loss of .I.'U'-~L,""'O> 
underlin~~ the fact ~~\r him 
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requires this kind of support from Pamela. Polly's questions to 

.U'l:'~a. about her marriage help Pamela engage in this form of 

time. 

She is able to reiterate Polly's own hopes and fears 

. s socially preJ!ribed, anxious and uncertain 
~~¥ 

~m~enf~ardson emphasizes P?l1y's role .s 
, <~'fif J ~~~J~-' ~ 

apprentice, thQugh she seems to reject pamela's.jearl in Tcnrl"U111" 

B.'s sensible authority and willingly deludes Pamela into belieY~93d'Plat 
'1;/ 

the midwife is merely her visiting unwitting dual role as , 

!~,::~;1~<ft 

B. which was intE!ll;d~d to be read only if Pamela dies. 'In the letter are 

directions, ro{e~~ple, for finding Pamela's text on the Jackey and 

Polly affair which she has kept, a secret from Mr. B. Polly's virginity 

and her inexperience apparently do not allow her to control herself yet 

she has successfully controlled many other situations. 

There is a sense in which Pamela can be seen as much more in 

gmtrol of the relationship and Polly as awkward and naive. Yet it is not 

enough for PamiMa~~ a character, to simply and continually strike 
.,~,,, 

ardson pushes Pamela's writing toward 

Ii.U.l.~a.· ...... v,,~, toward the market, precisely because behaving in an 

manner mean~ela's behaviour must reach a wider 
Ai' 

audience and se~ as an example. In, ~d,er ' , " beneficial, '" ~' 

" , "'"'''l"", 
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Pamela's example, like a contagion, must rewrite itself in others. Polly 

Darnford controls Pamela in that Pamela needs her and needs the kind 

of issues Polly's reality presents. Polly Darnford enables Pamela to .be 

useful and productive. Polly, herself, is also useful. Not quite as inately 

virtuous as Pamela, Polly Darnford demonstrates that one can, with the 

proper example, grow into her role. 
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Rape and Rewriting within Pamela: 
Three Examples 

Richardson's deci-

sion to present Pamela as 

a non-fiction collection of 

letters written by Pamela 

herself commits him to 

accounts (at least in Vols. 

I & II) written primarily 

from Pamela's point-of-

37. That a Wife should therefore draw a 
kind Veil over her Husband's Faults. 
38. That such as she could not conceal, 
she should extenuate. 
39. That his Virtues she should place in 
an Advantageous Light. 
40. And shew the World, that he had HER 
good Opinion at least. 

from Mr. B's rules for a good wife 
as transcribed by Mrs. B. 

Pamela I, 371. 

view. The voices and thoughts of other characters are carried through the 

epistolary form (sometimes through letters written by others contained 

within Pamela's letters) and mediated by Pamela. Though verbal ex-

changes and conversations are often reproduced within Pamela's letters, it 

is not until Vol. III (Pamela II) that long passages marked with inverted 

commas appear. Here, the speaking voice of Mr. B. is no longer truly medi-

ated by Pamela's account of the events although it is she who records and 

transcribes his words "verbatim". This shift in balance may indicate a 

reassessment of the delicate power relations between Mr. B. and Pamela. 

The assumption may be that through their marriage Pamela's voice has 

been subsumed by his or that their voices have been united. This differ-

ence in point-of-view or speaking voice is particularly important when 

we look at the writing and rewriting of an early attempted rape scene. 
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Marriage necessarily requires the two to speak in one voice, a voice deter

mined primarily by Mr. B. 

"I found his Hand in my Bosom" (but, of 
course, there was a perfectly reasonable ex
planation for it) 

The first writing of this scene (Pamela I Letter XXV) is "to the mo-

ment". Mr. B. conceals himself in Mrs. Jervis's closet just before she and 

Pamela retire. The scene is constructed by Richardson to reflect Pamela's 

artlessness against Mr. B.'s calculated infamy. She is not consciously en-

gaged in publication (as she is later in Pamela I and throughout Pamela 

II). She is childishly confident in writing to her father and mother that 

she "shall write on, as long as I stay, tho' I should have nothing but 

Sillinesses to write; for I know you divert yourselves at Nights with what I 

write, because it is mine" (Pamela I, 60). She is unaware that she will soon 

be writing to them of another attempt on her Virtue. She is also certainly 

unaware that her letters are being redirected (in a kind of publishing 

piracyZl) by John Arnold to Mr. B. before they are read by her parents. In 

Pamela II the attempted rape is retold publicly by Mr. B. to a select (and 

selected) after-dinner audience. Mr. B's telling is later transcribed (the 

retelling is twice rewritten) by Pamela into her Memorandum Book22 and 

from there into a letter to Polly Darnford (Vol. III, Letter XXIX). While it 

can be argued that both tellings are realistic - in keeping with what each 

of the characters would have said or done or felt - Mr. B's story is calcu-
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lated to retell and reframe Pamela's writing of the story in order to ensure 

that her version ultimately serves and becomes subservient to his. 

When it comes time for Mr. B. to actually retell the tale, he manufac

tures a false start. This not only creates a degree of anticipation among the 

characters present (as well as Polly Darnford and the larger readership), 

but it allows Mr. B., by giving him the opportunity to schedule a storytell

ing performance, to forewarn Pamela that her transcription skills will be 

needed, and to permit him to rehearse and select the content of his confes

sion. For Lady Davers, initially, catches Mr. B. off-guard. During a scene 

in which Mr. B. and Lord Davers23 are teasing and coaxing Lady Davers to 

call Pamela "sister", she retaliates or, perhaps, seeks to divert attention 

from the subject by questioning her brother about the rape attempts on 

Pamela. Richardson cleverly complicates the scene by weaving !vir. B.'s 

retelling with Lady Davers's disapproval of Lord Davers's frequently call

ing Pamela sister. Although often portrayed elsewhere in the text as rash 

and emotional, Lady Davers is controlled enough, aware enough of the 

public consequence of her actions, to ask lackey and Polly Barlow to leave 

the room before she speaks (inadvertently giving them the opportunity to 

act in their own affair). Mr. B. is "disconcerted" (Vol. III, 183) by the fact 

that Lady Davers offers him along with her public, verbal accusation a 

textual version of the rape attempt (a copy of Pamela's letter accounting 

the rape attempt). This transcribed letter read not only by Lady Davers but 

by the other readers of her correspondence with Pamela (and this would 
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include Lady Betty who had been the Lady Davers' choice for Mr. B's wife) 

constitutes the publication of an act it has been in his best interests to 

keep private. He begs to continue the discussion later in the day. 

If Mr. B. was seduced and possessed by Pamela's text in Pamela I , by 

the time this retelling occurs in Pamela II it is apparent that Mr. B. has 

regained his composure, so to speak, and has taken on the metaphoric role 

of Pamela's publisher. Socially (and this is achieved, in part, by the pub

lic nature of Mr. B's telling), the retelling dictates Pamela's story back to 

her in a more acceptable form. This is also a literal dictation since it is 

Pamela who records and reports the retelling verbatim. The retelling also 

serves to reinforce dominant social values around rape and quickly quell 

rebellious, alternative views on the subject. 

Lady Davers' role in the publication of Mr. B's infamy is also effec

tively diffused by his retelling. Pamela refers to herself as Lady Davers's 

"happy correspondent" in an early letter (Vol. III, 56). Their relationship, 

we are to assume, in the gap between Pamela I and Pamela II, has become 

one of devoted sisters-in-law. Lady Davers and her circle become estab

lished, in the early letters of Pamela II, as a community of women (a sister

hood?) who read Pamela's texts. Her letters to Pamela are a response to 

readings of both Pamela's previous letters and her current ones particu

larly in the light of her new position of relative social power. Lady Davers 

and her circle question, for example, Pamela's decision to forgive Mrs. 

Jewkes. A discussion through epistolary exchange ensues in which Pamela 
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presents the logic behind her decision and ultimately convinces the ladies 

that she is not only wise beyond her class and correct in her decision, but 

that she is the exemplary individual whom Mr. B. vigorously promotes. 

Lady Davers' live introduction of Pamela's pre-marital letters into an 

extended social context that includes men represents an attempt to distrib

ute and publicize these epistolary discussions. She has, in effect, tried to 

take over guardianship of Pamela's text. As Mr. B.'s older sister, Lady 

Davers often attempts to control Mr. B by appealing to his sense of family, 

while Mr. B. asserts his social superiority. She can ultimately and with 

social sanction, though, be controlled by him. Her physical gesture of 

waving Pamela's letters (what might be considered the true, solid evi

dence) at Mr. B. is disempowered by his speech. Within the context of the 

narrative (the progress of Mr. B.), this women's publishing venture is 

allowed to go no further. The only thing Lady Davers can do following Mr. 

B's version of the story is to fold and return the letters to her pocket. Just 

as Pamela's earlier attempt to "publish" her story and win support among 

the Lincolnshire gentry failed, Lady Davers' attempt to publish Pamela's 

story and have it read as the official story is thwarted by Mr. B's apparent 

ready willingness to confess. His confession neatly rewrites the story. 

Much of this entire retelling sequence is staged by Mr. B. At the end 

of Pamela I, it is clear that he has taken control of Pamela's letters. Though 

Lady Davers informs Pamela in their bedside chat at the end of Volume II 

that she intends to read her letters, it is to Mr. B. that Lady Davers applies 
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when, having been moved by her servant's telling of Pamela's story, she 

wants to read the letters. There is a sense, then, that Mr. B. (taking into 

account his sister's volatile personality and his awareness that she has 

been reading Pamela's papers) must have anticipated this drawing room 

scene in Pamela II. It is curious, for example, that Lady Davers uses the 

first attempted rape scene rather than the more calculated and violent 

attempt at the Lincolnshire house to castigate Mr. B. Lady Davers's access 

to Pamela's papers is incomplete. This is due not only to Mr. B.'s position as 

publisher/bookseller but to the increasing complexity of Pamela's audi

ence and the number of readers she now needs to serve.Z4 In her artless 

manner, Pamela still primarily perceives her letters as a distraction for 

her aging parents. Often other readers cannot get access to particular 

letters because they are still with her parents. 

Part of the staging of Mr. B.'s retelling is contained in the very pro

duction of Pamela's letters. In Letter XXIX, Pamela writes to Polly Darnford 

that she has less time to transcribe and that "my dear friend permits (my 

emphasis) me to rise an hour sooner than usual, that I may have time to 

scribble" (Vol. III, 165). Mr. B., as her Master, privileges Pamela's writing 

over her needlework which "your Maids can do" (Vol. III, 165) in order to 

ensure that by the time he tells his history, Pamela will faithfully and 

accurately record his words. ZS He is aware of the powerful influence 

Pamela's letters have. Lady Davers, in fact, begins one letter to Pamela not 

with her own words but with a quotation by Mr. B. taken from "the early 
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part of your papers" (Vol. III, 97). Mr. B. may recognize and wish to pro

mote the pedagogical potential of the letter form.2 6 As he has made clear 

in his rules for a good wife outlined and duly recorded by Pamela at the end 

of Volume II, part of a wife's duty lies in her ability to create complimen

tary representations of her husband in public. Mrs. B. now has a private 

life to protect and a sense of duty not to her father and her virgin state but 

to her husband. What Pamela wrote about Mr. B. in her unmarried state 

must be rewritten in the light of her new status. 

The story Mr. B. offers his audience differs quite substantially from 

Pamela's version. Writing to the moment tends to narrow the immediate 

scope of events and emphasize minutia. Here, though, the scale of events is 

expanded. In his own defense, Mr. B. emphasizes his motivation. Writing 

to the moment disallows this defense by insisting upon access to a limited 

point of view and the slow accumulation of actions as the only means by 

which the reader can assess character. In this epistolary novel, though 

Mr. B. understands the power and effectiveness of letter writing, he writes 

very few letters. Mr. Bo's retelling is an important moment in Pamela II 

for, by retelling this story in a different way (not just with different de

tails), Mr. B. is able to take charge of his story and ultimately take charge 

of the story. By pushing the story beyond Pamela's perception into a past 

she has passed no comment on, Mr. B. produces a marginally cleaner slate 

on which he can begin writing himself. 

Because Lord and Lady Davers have a part in this extended past, Mr. B. 
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must manage them and their reactions gently. Mr. B. shows particular care 

in his manipulation of Lady Davers. It is her anger, after all, which has 

brought about the retelling. In order to ultimately win her favour and 

have the family speak in one voice, Mr. B. must skillfully harness and 

direct her anger. Pamela dutifully records in an aside to Polly Darnford 

the "Out-upon-you's of the attentive ladies, and Fie Brother's of Lord 

Davers" (Vol. III, 188). Lady Davers' interruptions of Mr. Bo's narrative are 

also recorded by Pamela. Lord and Lady Davers are seen to respond emo

tionally to Mr. Bo's worst revelations especially since they have never 

before been allowed to have access to his "real" thoughts. Mr. B. answers 

these reactions with an ever reasonable tone and an expression of honest 

intentions: "Yet I ought to tell you all the truth, or nothing" (Vol. III, 191). 

Mr. B. openly invites comment from Lady Davers by acknowledging her 

presence in his past. He uses asides such as "as you know, Sister" (Vol. III, 

191) to place Lady Davers as an actor in and especially as a witness to this 

past. Because part of Mr. Bo's tactic is to chart his own progress from rake 

to husband, Lady Davers' nod to his profligate past serves to signpost the 

eventual change in his character and behaviours. 

Mr. B. winds the narrative back about two years prior to where 

Richardson begins Volume I and Pamela's letters begin. The attempts on 

Pamela's virtue, which are the focus of Volume I, are not entirely replaced 

by Mr. B's long preamble to the retelling of the attempted rape; they are 

simply reframed or, as Mr. B. himself might put it, placed in their proper 



context. Mr. B. sets up a tension, for 

example, between his desire for Pamela 

even at thirteen and his ability to wait a 

considerable length of time before love 

"unmans" him (Vol. III, 185) and he 

makes an attempt on her virtue. This 

serves to subtly yet quite thoroughly to 

rewrite him. From the sober rake whom 

his mother cries over (Vol. III, 190), he 

progresses to the state of patient (and 

somehow subdued) rake. Though he is 

careful to emphasize Pamela's complete 

indifference to him he writes her as 
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I am glad to hear this from my son, 
replied the good lady (Vol. III,IIO 
[Crosscup)). 

both the source of his discomfort and the cause of his new-found stabil-

ity. On his return from a trip to France, for example, he says that "I 

found her so much improved, as well in Person as Behaviour, that I had 

the less inducement either to renew my intriguing life, or to think of a 

married State" (Vol. III, 192). 

Pushing the story back also allows the audience(s) and readers to 

view the relationship between mother and son, a relationship which 

Richardson, because of the editorial framework he imposed, was unable 

to develop in Pamela 1.27 The introduction of his mother as character 

in Mr. B.'s retelling works not only to aid in establishing Mr. B.'s moti-
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vation and map his psychological state by giving him a "good woman" to 

play opposite, but again serves as a means of controlling Lady Davers. 

Though Lady Davers appears more harsh and worldly than their mother, 

Mr. B., by capitalizing on her own memories of their mother and sense of 

family loss, "blinds" Lady Davers in a manner parallel to the way that he 

had blinded his mother to his true intentions regarding Pamela "by drop

ping hints against her" (Vol. III, 188). What Mr. B. hopes to hide from Lady 

Davers is precisely that she has been manipulated by him. By ordering 

him to account for his past behaviour, Lady Davers, in an apparent para

dox, both unwittingly and willingly enables Mr. B. to rewrite Pamela's 

letter. The sense of complicity in all this exists, of course, because Lady 

Davers ultimately wants her outrage answered reasonably in the interest 

of "family". At the same time she has truly been won over to Pamela's 

cause. Her struggle to voice the word "sister" is part of the essential spirit 

of reform in the novel. Pamela's virtue (and in Pamela II she achieves a 

state of purity beyond virginity) catalyzes reform in the entire family. 

Pamela II seems designed primarily to catalogue this reform as it pervades 

not only the immediate family but the family circle and their class. With 

his retelling, Mr. B. intervenes to ensure that Lady Davers and Pamela's 

sisterhood are encompassed by the larger paternal familial frame. 

Much of the need for retelling and rewriting turns on the fact that 

Mr. B. eventually marries Pamela. Pamela's initial writing of the scene, 

even as she is terrorized by Mr. B., strives to present him sympathetically. 
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Virtue, after all, in order to be rewarded, cannot burn its bridges. Part of 

this portrayal is in deference to his social position as her master. Pamela is 

aware of her parents as her intended audience28 and tailors her tale to 

emphasize her expression of the attitudes and behaviours of which they 

would approve. Within the larger editorial frame, if Richardson's concern 

is to show Pamela as virtuous, then her ability to view Mr. B. sympatheti-

cally works also to convince the unintended readers of Pamela's letters 

(including Mr. B. himself) that her thoughts, even under grave trial, re-

main pure. In addition, Richardson needs to make the story work convinc-

ingly. Without the ability to enact a reform in Pamela's character 

Richardson must show that she is throughout the letters, capable of real 

feeling for Mr. B. As she put it in answer to Lady Davers's inquiry at the 

end of Volume II. 

But tell me truly, said she, Did you not love him 
all the time? I had always, Madam, answer'd I, a 
great Reverence for my Master, and thought all 
his good Actions doubly good; and for his 
naughty ones, tho' I abhorred his Attempts upon 
me, yet I could not hate him; and always wish'd 
him well; but I did not know that it was Love. 
(Pamela 1, 373) 

Pamela excuses Mr. B.'s behaviour as a kind of madness. In the letter 

preceding the attempted rape scene, Pamela confides to her parents that 



I really am concern'd that my poor Master 
should cast such a Thought upon such a Creature 
as me; for besides the Disgrace it has quite turn'd 
his temper; and I begin to think he likes me and 
can't help it; and yet strives to conquer it, and so 
finds no way but to be cross to me. (Pamela 1,60) 
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Later in the same letter and quite poignantly she describes how he grasps, 

her, pushes her away, orders her taken away, then calls her back. When 

she, confused, does not come, he follows her and brings her back with such 

a firm grip that he bruises her arm.29 In his retelling, Mr. B. acknowl

edges this madness (he, in fact, begins his story with a preamble about the 

power of love) but concentrates on how much control he is able to exercise 

over his emotions. At the crucial moment in the retelling, the moment of 

the actual rape attempt, Mr. B. does not become "caught up" in his telling. 

Rather, he first interrupts the narrative flow to give a bow to the judges 

"at your dread Tribunal" (Vol. III, 208) and then proceeds to describe quite 

a different scene from the one Pamela depicted. 

Though Pamela, in Volume I, puts a great deal of emphasis on her 

moment by moment feelings during the scene, she also devotes a great deal 

of time to recording the conversation that passes between her and Mrs. 

Jervis. Mr. B. who claims that his purpose in hiding in Mrs. Jervis's room 

was "in order to hear their private Conversation" (Vol. III, 209) devotes 

none of his retelling to details of that conversation. Mr. B. develops a 

seamless logic in his narration through the use of several techniques. A 

kind of back and forth argumentation effectively plays with the illusion of 
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" ... and had very few sallies"30: 
Sally Godfrey stories 

The placement of the first hint of the Sally Godfrey story at the end of 

Volume II sets the story within the context of the reformed and married 

Mr. B. Pamela, as well, views both the telling and the retelling of the Sally 

Godfrey story from her new position as a married woman. Richardson does 

not provide us with an account of Sally's experience written to the moment. 

Mr. B. tells Pamela two versions of the Sally Godfrey story, both contained 

in the journal entries written to Pamela's mother and father. Pamela re-

ports to Lady Davers in a letter in Volume III on her response to Mr. B.'s 

second retelling. In Volume N, Sally Godfrey writes a carefully planned 

letter (using her new name, Mrs. Sarah Wrightson). As Mrs. Wrightson, 

she has rewritten her own story. Echoing the writing of the attempted 

rape scene in Volume I and Mr. B.'s rewriting in Volume III, the Sally 

Godfrey rewriting also favours the reformed Mr. B. 

There is a certain implausibility to the whole fiction of Mrs. 

Wrightson which can be explained by the manner in which families con-

trol public access to their private sins when they close ranks around a 

scandal.3 1 News of Pamela's character (and no doubt her class back-

ground) has reached the enclave of polite English society in Jamaica 

"where you have as many admirers as have heard of you" (Vol. N, 270), yet 

Mrs. Wrightson (apparently for some years since she now has two children 
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with Mr. Wrightson) has been able to keep the truth of her past from her 

husband and pass herself off as a widow whose child "was the Care of her 

Papa's Friends, particularly of good Lady Davers, and her Brother" (Vol. N, 

272-3). In the dairy house telling of his relationship with Sally Godfrey, 

Mr. B. emphasizes the cooperation between and within the two families 

around hiding the story (although, it seems, there had been little coopera

tion during the affair). Mr. B.'s father and mother never, apparently, 

learn of the scandal32 because Mr. B is able to confide in and rely upon 

Lord and Lady Davers who take the child "until it came to be fit to be put to 

the Boarding-school" (Pamela I, 395). That Sally Godfrey is forced to cover 

up her story, of course, reflects the sexual double standard that allows Mr. 

B. to speak. Indeed, he is invited to speak openly of his past misdemeanors 

and be publicly admired for his reform.3 3 Only Pamela and Lady Davers 

can observe and admire the movement from Sally Godfrey to Sarah 

Wrightson but they must do so privately through their own correspond

ence. This is in contrast to the public admiration of Pamela. Sally Godfrey 

seems to be of little interest to Mr. B. and Lord Davers,34 though Pamela 

does tell Lady Davers that Mr. B. "will take care to have [the letter] 

convey'd to [Mrs. Wrightson]" (Vol. N, 274). It seems that Mr. B. has been 

able to contact Mrs. Wrightson all along and that he controls Pamela's 

correspondence with her. The presumption is there, of course, that he will 

read Pamela's letter to Mrs. Wrightson before he "conveys" it.35 

The reader does not view Sarah Wrightson's letter directly as it is 
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received by Pamela. It is presented as a copy within a letter to Lady Davers. 

This helps to establish the movement from Lady Davers as Pamela's tor

mentor to her confidante. In Pamela I, Lady Davers raises the Sally 

Godfrey story in order to prevent or annul the marriage between Mr. B. 

and Pamela. Included along with Mrs. Wrightson's letter are copies of 

Pamela's response to Mrs. Wrightson and a letter from Sally Goodwin to her 

mother. Pamela becomes Mrs. Wrightson's co-conspirator to the extent 

that she supports Mrs. Wrightson's fiction in her response. Pamela knows 

that the letter will certainly be read by Mr. Wrightson, but also, as has 

been the case with most of Pamela's correspondence, may be read by or to a 

larger audience (especially if Pamela's virtue is already well known as 

Mrs. Wrightson has suggested). Pamela plays to both these audiences not 

only by supporting the details of Mrs. Wrightson's fiction - referring to 

"the Loss of your dear Spouse" (Vol. IV, 276), for example - but by writing 

the letter in a heightened, pious tone that supports the reading this audi

ence has of her as a virtuous woman deserving of the social advancement 

she has gained. Pamela's use of religious language and imagery is also in 

response to the same tone in Mrs. Wrightson's letter to Pamela. Richardson 

connects reform to piety in order to underline Pamela's ultimate hope for 

Mr. B. Pamela begins her letter to Lady Davers by returning a present of 

"choice Products of that Climate" (Vol. IV, 269) which Lady Davers has 

received from Sarah Wrightson. Pamela does not need the gift because "I 

have a valuable Present made by the same excellent Lady" (Vol. IV, 270). 
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Though there is a present from Mr. Wrightson alluded to in the postscript 

of Sarah Wrightson's letter, it is the gift of Sally Godfrey's penitence, and, 

indeed, her transformation into a new person with a new name, that 

Pamela values so highly. 

As Pamela tells Lady Davers, she feels limited by Sarah Wrightson's 

own fictionalizing of her story, for she is unable to praise her as much as 

she would like to . 

.. .1 was circumscribed and limited; otherwise I 
would have told the good Lady how I admire and 
honour her for her Penitence, and for that 
noble Resolution which enabled her to ... abandon 
her Country, her Relations, Friends, Baby ... as 
well as the Seducer, whom she too well loved, and 
hazard the Sea, the Dangers of Pirates, and possi
bly of other wicked Attempters of the mischie
vous Sex, in a World she knew nothing of ... and 
all to avoid repeating a Sin she had been unhap
pily drawn into; and for which she still abhors 
herself! 

Must not such a Lady as this ... have as much 
Merit as many even of those who, having not 
had her Temptations, have not fallen? (Vol. IV, 
277-8). 

During Mr. B.'s second retelling Pamela interjects using similar language. 

Without any direct inSight into Sally Godfrey's thoughts at this stage in the 

narrative, Pamela reads her "Penitence and Reformation" (Pamela I, 396) 

as directly tied to her decision to leave the country. All of the problems 

facing Sally Godfrey are tied to "preserving herself further Guiltiness" 

(Pamela I, 396). Leaving England and risking Country, Relations, Baby, 

Fortune, World, Strangers, Seas (all nouns Pamela uses in her speech) 

"shew'd she was much in Earnest to be good" (Pamela I, 396). Against this 
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reading of Sally Godfrey's resolve, Mr. B. places his own "to the moment" 

reading in which he "did not believe her so much in Earnest" (Pamela I, 

396). This allows his retelling to expand for over two pages into a romance 

tale of love and adventure in which Mr. B., after an extended chase, full of 

details and place names which help to draw a breathless map, boards Sally 

Godfrey's Jamaica-bound ship and takes her in his arms in order to con

vince her to stay. 

This romanticization of the Sally Godfrey story fits neatly with the 

assertion that Sally Godfrey's defilement was, again, not due to rakishness 

on the part of Mr. B., but consensual, albeit misguided, love. There seems to 

be some effort made to promote the view that Sally Godfrey and Mr. B. were 

engaged in a "true" love affair. Neither Mr. B., Sarah Wrightson, nor 

Pamela ultimately describes the Sally Godfrey story as a rape. Mr. B. comes 

close in his first telling when he says that "the young Lady ... yielded to my 

Addresses" (Pamela I. 357). He has chosen, though, to pair the first telling 

with the story of his duel in Italy and this may account for the more 

heightened, dramatic tone. When it is less in his interest to present him

self as a rake - once the telling includes (as it does in the second telling 

which is a private telling between him and Pamela but does not in the first 

which is more public) the illegitimate child - Mr. B. emphasizes a tone of 

artless love. In the second telling Mr. B. clearly describes the affair as 

consensual. "[T]hey met at Godstow often, at Woodstock, and at every 

neighbouring Place to Oxford; where he was then studying, as it prov'd, 
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gUilty Lessons, instead of improving ones" (Pamela I, 395). 

Near the beginning of Volume III, Pamela writes at Lady Davers' 

command to give "[a]n Account of the Manner in which your dear Brother 

acquainted me with the affective Story of Miss Godfrey" (Vol. III, 48). In 

addition to enclosing a transcript of the letter she wrote to her parents 

describing this scene (in Vol. II), Pamela reflects on the "unfortunate 

lady". Though her own experience with Mr. B. makes it very easy for her 

to take the side of Sally Godfrey, the worst label she can assign Mr. B. is 

"dear deceiver". Pamela also plays up the idea of romantic love though 

from another angle. Romantic love is not intriguing and adventurous for 

Pamela. Rather, it blinds its victims. Pamela paints Sally Godfrey as sin

cere in her love for Mr. B. but duped by her own frailty. Mr. B. also be-

comes love's victim. Pamela's description of love personified is actually a 

description of Mr. B as he behaved towards her. But Pamela intends no 

irony or allegory. As the good wife, she refuses to make Mr. B. responsible 

for his own actions: 

And then this Love, to be sure, is a sad Thing, when 
once it is suffered to reign: -A perfect Tyrant! - re
quiring an unconditional Obedience to its arbitrary 
Dictates, and deeming every Instance of Discretion and 
Prudence, and Virtue itself, too often, but as so many 
Acts of Rebellion to its Usurped Authority. (Vol. III, 63). 

Later in the Volume, Mr. B. borrows from this same philosophy of love's 

passion in his retelling of attempted rape attempt in Volume 1. Love, ac-

cording to Mr. B. "unmans and levels with the dust, the proudest spirit" 

(Vol. III, 185). 
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Sally Godfrey's greatest sins according to Pamela seem to be a lack of 

self-esteem which make her "think highly of the beloved Object, and lowly 

of [herself]" (Vol. III, 64) and a naive trust in Mr. Eo's good intentions 

towards her. Though Pamela cannot excuse Sally Godfrey's fall, "because 

Virtue is, and ought to be, preferable to all Considerations" (Vol. III, 64), 

she is prepared to forgive her. To do so, though, requires Pamela to rewrite 

the Sally Godfrey story as one of first love. Ultimately it is Mr. B. who is 

excused by this story. "[I]n all Probability, it was a first Love on both 

Sides; and so he could not appear to her as a practised Deceiver" (Vol. III, 

64). Putting the Sally Godfrey story to rest is central to Pamela's rewriting. 

Though the existence of Miss Goodwin makes it more difficult to do so, 

Pamela, by gaining guardianship of Miss Goodwin, is able to intercede in 

the production of this child's life story. Indeed, the last letter in the book 

is a scene in which Pamela instructs Miss Goodwin (and her other chil

dren) using an allegorical children's tale. She also must ignore the hint 

that Mr. B. gives, when Lady Davers first says the name, Sally Godfrey, of 

"other Liberties" (Pamela I, 357). She pauses, during her anxiety before 

the second telling of the Sally Godfrey story, to consider that "he had had 

other Faults, (of this Sort, I suppose) that had not come to [Lady Davers'] 

Knowledgel" (Pamela I, 372), but she extenuates them by praying that "he 

has seen his Error, and will be very good for the future" (Pamela I, 372). 

Pamela ends the letter to Lady Davers with a short report on her as

sessment, so far, of Miss Goodwin's character.36 There is a tacit acknowl-
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edgment here of Lady Davers as Sally Goodwin's first guardian. Whereas 

Mrs. Wrightson never faults Mr. B. but only herself, Pamela is careful, in 

her judgment of Miss Goodwin, not to fault Sarah Wrightson (likely because 

Mrs. Wrightson has put her own "reform" in religious terms) but to blame 

the failings of Miss Goodwin's character on Mr. B. (who has not yet claimed 

piety) from whom, Pamela observes in her letter to Lady Davers, she has 

inherited her hastiness, haughtiness and pride (Vol. lV, 278). Some blame 

is reserved for her social circumstances. Her governess is unable to con

trol her because she "has many young Ladies to take care; I but one" (Vol. 

lV, 280). The underlying assumption that a particular family structure is 

necessary for a child's "proper" development is promoted by Pamela and 

can be connected as well to Mr. Bo's desire for Pamela to write a response to 

Locke's essay Some Thoughts Concerning Education. Pamela, in her cam

paign to adopt Miss Goodwin, argues with Mr. B. that in order to understand 

Locke's essay she needs a real child (not her newborn baby, Billy) to "ex

periment" with. As well, Pamela, as the new mother of baby Billy and well 

along in her second pregnancy, begins to perceive of herself as the desig

nate family mother figure and, as a result, Sally Goodwin's "natural" 

guardian. 

Richardson'S places the Sarah Wrightson and Sally Goodwin section 

directly following the happy resolution of the masquerade affair. This 

placement is important in understanding the growing intimacy between 

Pamela and Lady Davers. Especially evident is the frankness with which 
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Mr. B.'s character is discussed in this letter sequence. Pamela is not, at this 

point, adhering to the Rules for a Good Wife laid out my Mr. B. at the end of 

Volume II. The masquerade affair often mirrors the Sally Godfrey affair in 

foregrounding for both intrigues the need for the family to protect itself 

from scandal. 

Both the masquerade affair and the Sally Godfrey story make Pamela 

very nervous. Richardson allows Pamela's language to carry this anxiety. 

Sally Godfrey's name (and the accompanying adjective "poor") becomes a 

destructive rhythm in Pamela's head during the early weeks of her mar

riage. It becomes necessary (for the reader as much as for Pamela) for Mr. 

B. to reassure Pamela by telling her the story. There is, underlying this, a 

greater concern: that Pamela's virtue may not be strong enough to over

come jealousy.37 This is emphasized by her inability to allow Mr. B. (and 

Mr. B. knows this) to finish his second telling of the story without asking 

what has happened to "poor Sally Godfrey". During the masquerade affair, 

Richardson develops a series of short letters between Lady Davers and 

Pamela at the height of her fears which stand in sharp contrast to the 

lengthy letters and journals provided earlier by her even at her most 

terrorized. Within this series, Pamela's sense of isolation becomes so acute 

that she stops subscribing "sister" in her letters to Lady Davers. It is only 

when she is chastised by Lady Davers for this action that she is able to 

admit to the depth of her fears for her marriage (and perception of her 

tenuous connection as sister to Lady Davers) in a substantially longer 

letter. 



The View through the Keyhole 
(Again) 

But tell me, how often have you been in 
private together? 
In private, Me'm!-I don't know what your 
Ladyship calls private! 
Why that is private, Polly, when, as just 
now, you neither imagined nor intended any
body should see you. 

(Vol. III, 366) 
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.It is no exaggeration or class presumption on Pamela's part to suggest 

that she is able to see herself reflected in the Sally Godfrey stories. Mr. B. 

recognizes the parallel too when he quite readily admits to Pamela at the 

end of his second retelling that though moved by Sally Godfrey's suffering, 

he "was full of Spirits and Inconsiderations ... [and] five or six Years after-

wards ... I doubted not to make my Pamela ... be Sally Godfrey the second" 

(Pamela I, 399). In the illicit romance between Pamela's waiting maid, 

Polly Barlow, and Lord Davers' nephew, lackey, this mirroring is also 

present. Not only is Polly Barlow a young woman in danger of seduction, 

she is a waiting maid under sexual pressure from a member of the aristoc

racy.38 Pamela can only "see" the Sally Godfrey story and her connection 

with it through the tellings and retellings of the story and, of course, 

through the existence of Miss Goodwin. Indeed, her own writing of the 

Sally Godfrey story is based on tellings and retellings. Polly and Jackey's 

scene has a much more visceral connection to Pamela's past. The geo-
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graphical setting of the Sally Godfrey affair is elaborately mapped out by 

Mr. B. as having occurred in Godstow, Woodstock and Oxford. Sally Godfrey 

herself now resides under another name, far away. Polly and jackey's 

scene takes place in the house and in the rooms where Pamela was sexually 

harassed by Mr. B. A series of connections accumulate in the Polly and 

jackey scene, including Pamela's illness39 (likely related to her preg

nancy and thus to her impending matronly status), which unexpectedly 

allows her to be in her closet when the rendezvous between Polly and 

jackey takes place in her bedroom. This contrasts nicely with Mr. Bo's 

intentionally placing himself in the closet in order to watch Pamela and 

Mrs. jervis just before the attempted rape scene. The close architectural 

mirroring of the attempted rape scene in Volume I helps to underline the 

shocking contrast: Polly encourages rather than resists jackey. 

By "forc[ing] a faint Cough" (Vol. III, 363) Pamela, even while alter

ing the course of events, is the character who makes the story into a story. 

Both Polly and jackey appear to have difficulty articulating their stories 

when called upon to do so. At first this appears to contrast with Pamela's 

experience. Articulating her story was her constant obsessive activity. 

Yet in Volume I she was often silent under Mr. Bo's questioning and learned 

that when she spoke (even privately to Mrs. jervis) things often became 

worse rather than better. Clearly there is a Polly and jackey story exclu

sive of Pamela's involvement. A number of meetings have taken place, as 

have an exchange of proposals, a fifty pound bank note, and a promissory 
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note (signed by Polly) giving lackey ownership of her upon his father's 

death. In Mr. Bo's retelling of the attempted rape scene his concerns be-

came legitimized and central. Similarly, Pamela's insinuation into the 

Polly and lackey story shifts the focus onto her. Consideration for 

Pamela's position and her ability to manage a house becomes one of the 

prime concerns in the Polly Barlow scandal. 

Pamela is the first to elucidate her position in the potential scandal of 

Polly and lackey. 

But it behov'd me, ... to examine this Matter nar
rowly; because, if Mr. H. should marry her, it 
would have been laid on Mr. B.'s Example. -And 
if Polly should be ruin'd ... People would have 
said, Ay, she could take Care enough of herself; 
but none at all of her Servant. (Vol. III, 
367) 

Her intimacy with Polly Darnford allows her to be frank and open in her 

thoughts on the story (which becomes part of her telling of the story). As 

is the case with her advice to Polly Darnford on courtship, Pamela may feel 

that a thorough description of the complexities of her household is neces-

sary for Polly Darnford who, presumably, will be mistress of her own 

household soon enough. If, indeed, this does describe Pamela's relation-

ship to Polly Darnford, then Simon Darnford's fears that Polly may be 

influenced to "grow up" if she is present (serving a kind of apprentice-

ship) during Pamela's confinement and lying-in are justified. 

Richardson sets up an interesting difficulty by placing the affair in 
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Volume III, after Pamela's marriage. Pamela is forced to observe the affair 

from the point of view of a former waiting maid who has married "up". 

Her compassionate response to Polly indicates that she acts on the affair 

partly as one servant girl helping another,40 but her primary point of 

view is as Polly Barlow's mistress. As mistress, she attempts to control 

Polly's sexuality and eventually control who and how she can marry. 

Pamela dictates and transcribes the specialized rules for a clergyman's 

wife to Polly before she consents to her marriage to Mr. Adams. This dicta-

tion is set up to echo the dictation at 

the end of Volume II when Mr. B. 

outlines his rules for a good wife to 

Pamela. It is Pamela's position as 

lady of the house that gives her the 

authority to speak, censure and 

offer alternatives to both Polly and 

lackey. 

At the point where Pamela 

becomes aware of the intimacies 

between lackey and Polly Barlow, 

lackey is well-established in the 

novel as a fop. lackey, in fact, is 

portrayed as being so silly that both 

Pamela and the reader are surprised 
Polly attended as usual; for I can't say I love 
men attendants in these womanly offices 
(Vol. IV, 182 [Croscup]). 
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that he has been able to manage the details of such an affair.41 The at

tempted seduction of Polly is lackey's skewed interpretation of Pamela's 

success. Pamela and Mr. B. have made themselves so conspicuously public 

by their unconventional marriage and Pamela's unbelievable virtue that 

an aspiring imitator like lackey and a naive girl with "such a turn to Dress 

and Appearance" (Vol. IV, 254) like Polly may have been able to convince 

themselves that they were merely mimicking a newly acceptable (because 

of the B's shining example) form of courtship. Richardson, though, does 

more than hint at the darker side of this foolishness. lackey is not merely 

allowed to reside within a Restoration stereotype. lackey's real threat to 

Polly is made clear through Pamela's angry reaction to his belittling of his 

interest in the affair. 

Pamela has no real illusions of changing lackey. She behaves as a 

wiser and more virtuous member of his own family towards him. She as

serts her power by offering to publicize42 his dalliance and show the note 

he extorted from Polly "when we are set down to Supper" (Vol. III, 374) if 

he does not behave as she expects him to.43 Though he infuriates her by 

flippantly pushing blame for the affair on Polly's "willingness," she ar

ticulates her anger against the typical rakish sexual double standard: "[F]or 

he that sticks not at one bad Action, will not scruple another, to vindicate 

himself: and so, Devil-like become the Tempter, and the Accuser too!" (Vol. 

III, 375). Pamela is willing to actively interfere and intercede in Polly's 
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rehabilitation, possibly because of the similarities to her own past but more 

importantly because, as she rightly perceives, "What Virtue requires of a 

Woman ... Custom has made shameless in a man" (Vol. III, 370). Since women 

are ultimately either virtuous or ruined, their rehabilitation can take place 

on an individual, case by case basis. In order to change lackey, Pamela 

would be forced to change her world. Though she finds her own power 

over lackey quite disturbing, she prefers to leave him to God. 

What a sad thing it is for a Person to be guilty of 
such Actions, as shall put it into the Power of 
another, even by a Look, to mortify him! And if 
poor Souls can be thus abjectly struck at such a 
Discovery as this, by a Fellow Creature, how must 
they appear before an unerring and omniscient 
ludge, with a Conscience standing in the Place of 
a Thousand Witnesses! and calling in vain upon 
the Mountains to fall upon them, and the Hills to 
cover them! 

(Vol. III, 378) 

Because the Polly and lackey episode is a contained subplot involving 

very few characters - lackey, Polly, B., Pamela, Mrs. lervis,44 Polly 

Darnford (as reCipient of the letter) - Richardson allows Pamela to play the 

central role which is normally reserved for Mr. B. Pamela not only com-

mands this central role, she makes the decision to keep the Polly and 

Jackey story from Mr. B. (as well as Lord and Lady Davers). Though some 

argument can be made for Pamela's act of concealment reflecting her 

desire to protect the private interests of the family, surely informing Mr. 

B. and Lord and Lady Davers would not have interfered with this desire. 

There is a sense that Pamela intends to tell Mr. B., but only after she sees if 
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her handling of the affair is successful or not. lackey denies that his 

attempt on Polly "was a Breach of Hospitality" (Vol. III, 373), but Pamela, in 

her desire to "become" mistress of the house, may want to test her own 

abilities. In the letter she writes to Mr. B. before her first confinement 

(which he is not to receive unless she dies) she directs him towards "a little 

parcel, indorsed, 'Mr. H. and P. Barlow' "in which she has "thought it best 

to give a brief History of it in Writing" (Vol. IV, 109). The request she has 

of Mr. B. is that "the whole may be kept within your own breast". She 

hopes that she has been able to ultimately control and manage the situa

tion. Though this rewriting of the story which (except for lackey's letter 

to her which she tells Mr. B. she has also sealed in the packet) the reader 

never is given the opportunity to read, Mr. B. will be given a fresh oppor

tunity after her death to admire her not just for her household manage

ment skills but for her compassion. Part of Pamela's desire is to shield 

Polly and lackey from damaging public knowledge of their foolishness. 

Pamela decides, perhaps based on her own past and particularly her expe

rience of Lady Davers' temper, that since Polly has not yet been "ruined" 

by lackey, it is unnecessary to expose them45. 

Language seems to be the medium through which Pamela judges the 

sincerity of any character's reputation and reformation. This is why Mr. 

Bo's rewritings particularly of the attempted rape scene and the masquer

ade affair are of such importance to Pamela. As someone who is constantly 

forwarding through writing these rewritings to other readers, she must be 



convinced of the sincerity of the writ-

ers. Confident in her own virtue, 

which had been written for her by her 

father and her religious faith, she 

rewrites or reiterates these lessons 

through her fixed and immobile posi-

tion of virtue and virginity. She 

closely examines the language of other 

characters like Sally Godfrey and Polly 

Barlow for evidence of their reforma-

tion. Sarah Wrightson's pious expres-

sion readily convinces Pamela that she 

is a woman to be admired and this 

affects the whole rewriting of her 
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story. As was clear in Mr. B.'s rewriting, whether or not Sarah 

Wrightson'S piety extends beyond her language is not essential. 

Polly Barlow's initial reluctance to speak puts Pamela on alert. Short, 

terse sentences describing Polly's silence - "She never said a Word" (Vol. 

III, 363), "Still the poor Girl never said a Word" (363), for example - are 

contrasted with Pamela's purposeful questioning and lecturing. "She was 

silent" is used three times on one page to create space (and visible white 

space as well because the sentence is so short) between Pamela's speeches. 

Pamela seems oblivious to her effect (in terms of her social position) on 
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Polly's ability or desire to speak openly. As is evident both in her relation

ship with jackey and in later in her dealings with Mr. Adams, Polly is 

perfectly capable of "telling a story" and indeed of using language to 

achieve her goals. She is even sophisticated enough to use the epistolary 

product to her advantage. She carefully drops a letter she "received from a 

young man in Bedford" near Mr. Adams' desk to "let him know ... that she 

has another Humble Servant" (Vol. N, 257) as a ploy to speed up Adams' 

intended suit. Mimicking romantic conventions, Polly writes a subplot for 

her own story as a means of injecting it with an urgency it would not have 

left to its natural course. In retrospect too, the plot with its twist will make 

a better story for Polly and Mr. Adams to tell to their children. 

The urgency with which Pamela lectures Polly on the importance of 

"language and conduct" (Vol. III, 364) is directly connected to her recollec

tions of her own experience at the hands of Mr. B. In instructing Polly 

Darnford, on the joys of courtship Pamela denies that her own experience 

is atypical.46 With Polly Barlow, Pamela uses her worst experience to 

harshly remind Polly "I was once in as dangerous a Situation as you can be 

in. And I did not escape it, Child, by the Language and Conduct I heard 

from you" (Vol. III, 364). Pamela, rewriting in order to write a conduct 

book for both Pollys, reframes both her own story and Polly Barlow's story 

to this end. 

Though ultimately reassured after this episode, Pamela has the chance 

to reexamine Polly Barlow and rearticulate her fears when Mr. Adams 
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comes forward with a proposal for Polly. The notion of a marriage between 

Polly and Adams is calculated to mirror Mr. B.'s plan during the Lincoln

shire imprisonment to ruin Pamela and then marry her off to Williams. 

The proposed match between Adams and Polly also echoes Mr. B.'s mother's 

design that Pamela marry a "Man of a genteel Calling" (Vol. III, 203). Here, 

the implication is, however, that Polly may not only ruin herself but ruin 

Mr. Adams, who, as a clergyman has, like a virgin, a reputation to uphold. 

lackey does not know, as Polly does, how to remain advantageously 

silent. His elevated social position has deluded him into believing that his 

language is necessary. It is, of course, often through the things he says in 

company that his stupidity is exposed. In his scene with Pamela, he trans

parently tries to control the action by first avoiding her, then attempting 

to talk to Polly first, and finally by "start[ing] half a dozen silly Subjects, in 

hopes to hinder me from speaking" (Vol. III, 373). He also tries to discount 

Pamela's accusations by casting doubt through feigned incredulity - "Has 

she told you that, Madam?" (Vol. III, 374) - on Polly's version of things. He 

even resorts to piteous whining and begging (which Mr. B., for example, 

never does): "But to make it known will only expose me, and it can do no 

Good ... and I shall be sent to travel again - And .. J was once in a Storm, and 

the crossing. the Sea again would be Death to me" (Vol. III, 376). 

Richardson uses lackey's letter to Pamela as a way to underline other 

characters' attitudes towards him and to contrast him particularly with Mr. 

B. The letter, which lackey gives to Pamela "with an Air of Respect and 
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even Reverence" (Vol. III, 391) as he, the Davers and the Countess of C. are 

leaving the B.'s, is ostensibly an apology for his behavior, but is seen pri

marily by lackey "to cleare myselfe" (Vol. III, 392). Pamela's decision to 

transcribe the letter rather than paraphrase the argument is essential. 

Not only are Pamela and her reader, Polly Darnford, able to view the letter 

cOmically, but Pamela can observe to Polly that poor spelling and general 

illiteracy may be typical of "this Class of People" (Vol. III, 395). like his 

earlier, verbal argument, lackey's letter is taken up by bluster and digres

sions. About halfway through the letter, he interrupts his request for 

forgiveness to tell Pamela that he has to start another sheet of paper "-1 

did nott think too write so much - for 1 don't love itt: Butt on this Occasion, 

know nott how too leave off" (Vol. III, 393) as he launches into another 

long digression. lackey also tries to mitigate his guilt and blame Polly 

wondering "whatt hadd one of oure Sexe to do ... when they finde littel 

Resistence" (Vol. III, 392). His praise of Pamela throughout the letter is 

excessive and calculated to undermine her determination to be stern with 

him. 

Richardson also plays with the word "ruin". By associating both Polly 

Barlow and lackey with the word, it is easier to see how both characters' 

futures rely upon fulfilling their circumscribed roles. For different rea

sons both must be protected and preserved from ruin. Pamela uses "ruin" 

to oppose "virtue" in order to emphasize to Polly her only available sexual 

options. When lackey worries in his letter that Polly's ruin may come 
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about not from him but if Pamela "turn[s] her away" (Vol. III, 393), he is 

distancing himself from any personal responsibility for Polly's virtue, 

demonstrating his obsessive concern for himself and reiterating Pamela's 

fears that she will be judged a poor mistress if Polly does not remain virtu

ous. lackey seems much more preoccupied with his own ruin. He uses the 

word in the context of a long, fantastic paragraph about the terrible things 

that might happen to him if his affair with Polly continues. These include 

fighting a duel with Mr. B. which he predicts he would lose and end up 

"dy[ing] like a Dogge in a Ditche; and there would have been an Ende of a 

noble Family, that have been Peeres of the Realme Time out of Minde ... What 

a sadd thing would this have been! A publicke as well as private Losse." 

(Vol. III, 393). 

Richardson's apparent lack of respect for Jackey's type is close to the 

surface here, but Pamela mediates by listing lackey's good qualities. Lady 

Davers later defends lackey on similar grounds when she asks Pamela to 

inquire if Polly Damford would accept an offer of marriage from lackey. 

lackey, as Lord Davers' heir, must be redeemable. lackey is ultimately only 

partially so and then only through the protection of Mr. B. Richardson's 

conclusion makes no mention of lackey's having any children, though, 

apparently his first wife, "her gaming Brother ... [and] his bullying Friends 

[made] great Devastations in his Estate" (Vol W, 455). He does, with Mr. B.'s 

"protection" manage to extricate himself from the marriage and with the 

recommendation of Lady Davers "married a second [wife] ... who by her 
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Prudence and Virtue, made him happy for the remainder of his days" (Vol. 

N, 455). lackey's lack of progeny can be paired with Lady Davers' and set 

against the amazing bounty of the B's seven offspring. If Pamela and Lady 

Davers have been vying for position throughout the novel, perhaps, then, 

Richardson has set Mr. B. against lackey. Much is said, for example, of Mr. 

B.'s ultimate reformation as a pious man. Though the conclusion acknowl

edges that lackey has become "wiser by his past sufferings" (Vol. N, 455), 

there is no hint that he has turned to god. 

The Lord of her Wishes! 

The retelling of the attempted rape scene serves as an opportunity for 

Mr. B. to appropriate Pamela's story and make it his own. Pamela colludes 

with Mr. B. in this rewriting. It is not only her wifely duty to do so but in 

the general interests of the family. The Sally Godfrey story tests Pamela's 

virtue in a new way, by trying her capacity for jealousy. The Polly and 

lackey affair is designed to test Pamela's capabilities as the mistress of a 

household. As well, Richardson has a project to promote. A compliant 

Pamela works in his interest to outline the path that a virtuous woman 

must follow when she inevitably becomes a virtuous wife. 
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The way that all of these stories are written through Pamela yet are 

not rooted in her own "real" experience requires a self-denial and an 

amnesia that is ultimately disturbing: disturbing to a reader such as me 

who worries about how much this process silences speakers, and 

psychologically disturbing to Pamela. It goes without saying that 

compliance to Mr. B.'s 48 Rules for a Wife is inordinately onerous. The 

rules also demand rewriting. Rewriting is a rule of the virtuous 

marriage. The rewritings in Pamela may serve their expedient and 

immediate purpose of shifting the emphasis from the exemplary woman 

in Pamela I to the making of the exemplary marriage and the exemplary 

family in Pamela II, but they never adequately address the question of 

what rewriting does to Pamela's memory. Pamela Andrews, the unruined 

waiting-maid from a decent though humble family, slips silently away. 

Maybe she was never really there. What is lost along with her? Or, to put 

the question more pointedly - who is lost? 
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21 Richardson was constantly concerned about piracy in his business· 
life and wrote a pamphlet in 1753 arguing for more legislative protection 
for legitimate copyright holders. 

L2 Late in Vol IV, Pamela describes her book of memorandums:"for 
every time I am pleased with a conversation, and have leisure before it 
goes out of my memory, I enter it down as near the very words I can" 
(Vol.IV 324). 

23 It's interesting that Lord Davers never "needs" to read Pamela's 
writing. His "reading" of her exists completely in his "real" experience of 
her. He never fails to take the opportunity to kiss her. His calling her 
"sister" is so excessive, it is noted in the text of Pamela II. 

24 Richardson's creation of a clamour for letters and copies of letters 
within Pamela II reflects the market demand for the sequel. 

25 She explicitly discusses her practice of keeping a Memorandum 
Book in Pamela II (Vol. IV, 324). 

26 This perhaps, mirrors Richardson's own purpose in producing 
both Familiar Letters and Pamela as epistolary conveyers of morality. 

27 Mr. B. spends twenty-five pages on narrative preamble before he 
retells or describes the actual rape attempt. His description of the attempt 
fills fewer than four pages. 

28 In Volume III, Lady Davers requests that Pamela give her "all you 
can recollect in relation to the honoured Lady [her mother], and of her 
Behaviour and Kindness to you, and with a Retrospect to your own early 
Beginnings, the Dawning of this your bright Day of Excellence" (Vol III, 
98). Here Richardson seems to be designing the opportunity for writing 
the past. Whether it is significant or not that Mr. B. does so and Pamela 
does not may again have to do with the way in which Mr. B. takes charge of 
tel1in~ the stories and, indeed, of Pamela's writing practice. 

9 It is in Mr. B.'s interest to push a sisterly relationship on Pamela 
and Lady Davers. Mr. B.'s intervention between Pamela and Lady Davers 
occurs even more strongly in Volume IV. After the "satisfactory conclu
sion" of the masquerade affair, Mr. B., in a letter to Pamela, tells her that 
"if you have written to your Mother, to Miss Darnford, or to Lady Davers, 
anything of this Affair, you must show me the copies of your Letters and 
let me into every Tittle how you came by your Information" (Vol. IV, 198-
9). When he learns that Pamela has only confided in Lady Davers about the 
affair and she offers (in a letter to him) to "dispatch a Messenger to her 
Ladyship for [the letters] .. .in the Morning before tis Light" (Vol IV, 200), 
Mr. B., again in a letter, lets her know that she has "Three Days time to 
procure them" (Vol IV, 201). 

30 In Pamela II, she makes it clear that she changes her approach to 
writing depending on who she is writing to. She takes on, for example, a 
more intimate tone with Polly Darnford than she does with Lady Davers. 

31 During his retelling, this is the only part of Pamela's letter that Mr. 
B. quotes from directly. 

32 She also does this prior to the Lincolnshire rape attempt when she 
is in bed with Mrs. Jewkes. 
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33 This quotation is part of Mr. Bo's retelling of the attempted rape 
(Vol. III, 191). 

34 Richardson demonstrates through his characterization of Goodman 
Andrews that this need is not limited to the upper classes. Andrews' ability 
to manage information regarding his daughter's reputation is limited by 
his relative powerlessness and lack of resources, yet he still attempts to 
discover what has happened to Pamela. It is also interesting to observe the 
change in the Andrews' status once Pamela is married. Their inclusion in 
the private space of the Sally Godfrey scandal through Pamela's letters 
speaks to the process of their becoming members of the B. family. Within 
their own household, it is possible to see a class ascendency and a 
heirarchical structure establishing itself especially when they are relo
cated to the Kentish farm. This allocation is contrasted with Mr. Bo's earlier 
offer to Pamela that she live there as his mistress. 

35 Pamela also wonders why she has never heard of this scandal "for, 
is it not strange, that I, who lived Years in the Family, should have heard 
nothing of this? But I was so constantly with my Lady, that I might the less 
hear of it; for she, I dare say, never knew it or she would have told me" 
(Pamela I, 361). 

36 He is not, though, able to openly acknowledge Sally Goodwin as his 
daughter. This reflects the family's concern with heirs. 

37 They all, though, in their way, enjoy the product of the scandal, 
Miss Goodwin. Lord and Lady Davers raise the young Miss Goodwin in their 
own home as a "relative" of Lord Davers. Mr. B. plays her benevolent 
uncle and uses Miss Goodwin's disarming qualities at the dairy house to 
ease Pamela into the truth of his illegitimate progeny. Albert J. Rivero 
shows how Sally Godfrey's defilement is contrasted with the cleanliness 
and goodliness of the dairy where Pamela first encounters Miss Goodwin. It 
is also worth conSidering the way that this story is echoed in the story of 
Jackey's first wife: "and the poor wretch is a father already; for he has had 
a girl of three years old (her husband has been dead seven) brought him 
home, which he knew nothing of, nor ever inquired whether his widow 
had a child!" (Vol. IV, 393). The generous attitude we saw displayed by Lady 
Davers and Pamela towards "poor Sally Godfrey" is nowhere to be seen in 
this story. 

38 It is worth contrasting Pamela's blind trust of Mr. B. with her cor
respondence after their marriage with his treachery in Pamela I and the 
extent to which she endeavours to hide her letters from him. 

39 With Mr. B.'s blessing, Pamela has taken over guardianship of Miss 
Goodwin about a week before she receives the letter from Mrs. Sarah 
Wrightson. 

40 Would Pamela have been as eager for this "adoption" if Miss Good
win had been a boy? Would "he" have posed any threat, in terms of inher
itance, to baby Billy, Mr. Bo's legitimate heir? 

41 Later in Volume IV, with the masquerade affair over, Pamela, in a 
letter to Lady Davers, writes that the good which has come from the affair 
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is that "I don't believe I shall ever be jealous again; indeed I don't think I 
shall. And won't that be an ugly Foible overcome? I see what may be done, 
in Cases not favourable to our Wishes, by the Aid of proper Reflection; and 
that the Bee is not the only Creature that may make Honey out of the bitter 
Flowers, as well as the sweet" (Vol. IV, 247-8). 

42 Though Pamela can clearly "see herself" in Polly Barlow's sce
nario, it becomes increasingly important for Pamela to limit this identifi
cation with Polly in order to achieve "true" class ascendancy. As Susanne 
Kappeler (and others like Jane Gallop) make clear through their feminist 
readings of Freud, "such identification must not take place ... a juxtaposition 
of the .. .'servant-girl' and the 'noble lady' reveals the true structural rela
tions of the women in the family and in the aristocracy to their illustrious 
male hosts" (Kappeler, 204). As a "good wife" Pamela is required to rewrite 
(or re-right) her initial identification with Polly Barlow. 

43 Pamela later reads her "sudden indisposition" as "a providential 
Thing, which may save one poor Soul, and be a seasonable Warning to her 
as long as she lives" (Vol. III, 377). 

44 This situation changes somewhat with the second rape attempt. As 
Mr. B. tells Pamela afterwards, "Your pretty Chit-chat to Mrs. Jewkes, the 
last Sunday Night, so innocent, and so full of beautiful Simplicity, half 
disarmed my Resolutions before I approach'd your Bed" (Pamela I, 184). 

45 If she recognizes herself at all in the role of Polly surely it is odd 
that she does not remember her own desperate attempts to publicize her 
case. "[A]s if she were my Sister" is what she writes to Polly Darnford (Vol. 
III, 389). 

46 In fact, Pamela decides that Polly "is more to blame because, of the 
two, she has more Wit than the Man" (Vol. III, 370). lackey's behaviour 
here can also be read against scenes in Volume II in which he attempts to 
tease and behave suggestively towards Pamela. The incongruity becomes 
even more pronounced when lackey is proposed as a possible husband for 
Polly Darnford. 

47 I would emphasize the connection between publicize and pub
lish. Since we know that Pamela does "write down" the Polly and lackey 
story part of her threat in publicizing the story lies in literally publishing 
it (which she does to some extent in letter form by writing the story to 
Polly Darnford). Richardson has taken a similar tact in choosing his edito
rial frame for Pamela. Pamela's letters by their very existence as non
fiction make Mr. B.'s outrageous behavior public. 

48 Richardson allows Jackey to mouth her words and be embarrassed 
by her yet not follow Pamela's example, in part, because, generally speak
ing, Richardson does not so tightly circumscribe male roles. Richardson'S 
tactic with male characters is slightly different. While he tends to make 
them appear as fools (particularly the aristocratic characters), their fool
ishness aids in exempting them from ultimate responsibility for their 
actions except, of course, before God. 

49 Mrs. Jervis is only given a "hint" of the matter. (Vol. III, 377) It is 
worth contrasting the manner in which Mrs. Jervis helped Pamela, even at 



risk of losing her position, to Pamela's motivation for helping Polly 
Barlow. 
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50 n her journal to Polly Darnford and her parents, she describes the 
sealing up of her account of the Polly and Jackey story as a kind of insur
ance, "[a] method, I believe, very proper to be taken by every married 
lady" (Vol. III, 396). She places this action in a broader context too by 
mentioning "a little sealed-up parcel of letters my lady made me burn in 
her presence about a month before she died" as a "good example" for her 
own actions and attitude toward household management (Vol. III, 396). 

51 Pamela is aware of the risk she runs in making this decision. "And 
yet, should my good intentions be frustrated, and they should conclude 
their vile bargain, and it appeared that I knew of it, but would not acquaint 
[Lady Davers], then should I have been more blamed than any mistress of a 
family circumstanced as I am" (Vol. III, 371). These thoughts also reflect 
the ongoing competition between Pamela and Lady Davers for the position 
of family matriarch. In the conclusion to Volume IV, Richardson tells us 
that after the death of Lord Davers, Lady Davers moves with the B's to the 
Hall in Lincolnshire where "in the strictest friendship with the happy 
pair [she lived as] an honourable relict" (Vol. IV, 454). 

52 This is, in part, a class distinction, but, conSidering the case of Sally 
Godfrey, it is interesting that Pamela presents Polly Darnford with such a 
positive portrait, in such romantic language too. 

53 Male characters like Jackey, Mr. E., Jacob Swynford etc. have a 
tendency to use this strategy to control Pamela. As an anomaly in the 
social fabric, Pamela must continually be seen as one in a million. Simon 
Darnford serves as an example of a male character who refuses to praise 
Pamela and must ultimately answer to Mr. B. 



tChe Seduction of Rewriting: 
}Vly Version 

9f9 haci baseci my theories on the statements of 
servant girls, they woulci all be negative .... 
]ortunately for our therapy, we have previously 
learneci so much from other cases that we can 
tell these persons their story without having to 
wait for their contribution. ,[hey are willing to 
confirm what we tell them, but we can learn 
nothing from them. 

]reuci, letter to 'Jung (14 'June 1901) 

Whv do 9 let this bother me so much? 

9t seems to me that what 'J've ctone in the prececiing section is to 

outline Mr. tJ. 's pattern of reclaiming, reframing cmci rewriting stories which 

cio not strictly speaking, belong to him. 9 have also shown how, as pamela 

moves from virgin/victim to wife/mother/mistress, it is increasingly in her 

interest to support Mr. tJ. 's version of things both through herown rewritings 

anci by her enciorsement of his rewritings. Mimicking )Vf.r. tJ., Pamela also 

begins to take control of the stories of other characters anci rewrites those 

stories. She cioes not presume to write 'Jackey's story (though his clearly 

neecis rewriting). She cioes try with both Polly tJarlow anci Polly Darnforci. 

Perhaps the root of her struggle with Simon Darnforci lies in who will control 

Polly's story. After all, their ciisagreement cioes focus around a book thrown 

by Simon Darnforci at polly's heaci! 9t also seems quite clear that up to a 

certain point she will be able to write Miss (joociwin's story anci the stories of 

.;' . 



her seven children. '[he intertextual weaving of a big chunk of Volume 9V 

with Locke's Some '[houghts Concerning Education and the suggestion by 

Mr. rJ. to pamela that she write a response to Locke's essay emphasize how 

seriously they both take the task of writing their children. 

'[his is an interesting process to map and 9 have been both 

impressed with and overwhelmed by the complexity of both pamelas as 

texts. Ultimately 9 connea the rewritings and the necessity for them to a 

general anxiety (on the part of both the author and the characters) arou.nd 

virginity. Virginity exists in the text as a problem to be solved 11 woman of 

unresolved sexual status (and widows, as we see in the masquerade affair, 

cause special problems) is a source of anxiety. '[his problem involves larger 

concerns of progeny and inheritance. 9 have even found it possible to connect 

this anxiety to the private and public concerns of Samuel Richardson. )vtaster 

printer. '[here are aspects of a" of these explanations, though, that strike me 

as utterly unreasonable and obsessiona/ly anxious. 

£et's Be Unreasonable 

Social readings of a text which are overly sensitive to the period of its 

production and publication can work to protect the text (andits author) from 

unreasonable readings: ''You can't read Samuel Richardson across the end 

of the twentieth century", some say. "Your mind can't understand what his 

world was all about. rJesides, the poor guy can't even be here to defend 

himself 11 feminist reading? Don't be unreasonable! He was a man of his 

time!" yet it is precisely this so-called unreasonable approach which helps 

us to understand why and in whose interests these texts need proteaion. 
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W hen I took leave of absence 
from marriage six years ago. a 

long-divorced friend began phoning solici
tously every other Sunday to find out if my 
"ex" was fair game yet. Another old ac
quaintance, who had mystifyingly dropped 
me from her annual party list of two thou
sand, suddenly invited me to lunch. What
ever I'd done, T thought all was forgiven or, 
more likely. that she wanted to show off her 
new puffed cheekbones. But as we carefully 
air-kissed good-bye, she whipped out a 
jumbo red Filofax and purred, "Now, when 
are you two going to get it over with?" 

How to Hold 
a Man by 
Giving Him 
His Freedom 

It was no good trying to explain that I 
was just cutting him-and myself-loose. 
Letting go without, er, letting go. Even I 
didn't know what I meant. "It ain't over 
with," I sobbed, "till the fat lady sings." And as it happens, she hasn't sung yet. 

During those first agonizing months, when I was still calling him twice a 
day and taking taxis from my new flat to sleep "at home" every night, there 
was keen nosy-neighborly interest in how we were doing, marked by unan
nounced midnight drop-ins-both my place and his (aka ours). One lifelong 
chum's ancient husband came around to shake his finger at me, intoning 
coldly that as an absentee wife, I was no longer a fit playmate. "We're not 
your friends," he actually said. "We're his friends." Never mind that they and 
he had disliked each other for years. Never mind that this life sentence was 
being pronounced by a fellow who had once left a perfectly good pregnant 
wife and four children to run off with my pal-a girl thirty years his junior. 
That kind of letting loose was okay. Mine. however ... 

Discovering radium must have been simpler than what I was doing: find
ing a way to hold on to a man by giving him his freedom. When I left him, 
I had no idea how free I had in mind or how (if) it would all end. There 
were a few things T did know: that I loved and needed him, that being to
gether had been bad for too long. and that freedom was scarier than jail. 
Ask any two-time loser. 

I remembered my mother letting go of my father, who had fallen in love 
with a ,redhead. I was about three, and he was whistling "Over the Rainbow" 
as he packed to leave us forever. But during the sixteen years Mother and 
Dad were separated, he came home for dinner every Friday; she consulted 
him about everything. including her other gentlemen callers; and Dad never 
married the redhead he had left us for. If my mother had meant to hold him, 
she co\.!ldn't have done better. Eventually, it was she who got bored, di
vorced. and remarried. My father danced at the wedding and then rebounded 
off on a five-day cruise to Bermuda, where he proposed to the first young red
head who could follow his two-step. 

Years later, at my father's funeral, there were quite a few redheads (in
cluding the original), but my mother, still a brunette with streaks, held court 
like the rightful widow she was. He had never really belonged to anyone else. 

Most people, including me, would hardly settle for that. But most people 
who "get it over with"-via flying plates or custody fights over the gerbil and 
the CDs-don't seem to settle much either. 

In Ireland, where I've lived on and off for nearly three years, there is no 
divorce. In the name of freedom, people simply disconnect, reconnect, yet 
stay connected in astonishing ways. [ know some who have children with 
partners past, present, and even in-between. Old spouses and new lovers 
are, and remain, family; even the strict, tradition-bound older generation 
accepts the looseness of ties that won't stop binding. I recently attended a 
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• If there is a 

universal rule of 

love, it is this: 

To be possessive, 

clinging, 

desperately needy, 

will gain 

you nothing and 

possibly lose 

you all. But say so 

long and 

really mean it, and 

you may find 

him forever there! 

By Lois Gould 



Unreason is a tricky concept. you coula begin to believe you're crazy 

for thinking the way you ao. Lots of people out there can help you continue to 

believe this. you coula tina yourself making lists ana seeing cOYlnections 

between literary texts firmly situatea in the past ana a hamburger wrapper 

you fina aiscaraea on your front lawn just after the police have come ana tola 

you that the neighbour who you always felt resemblea Samuel !Jeckett is a 

once-successful counterfeiter ana that the twelve hunarea ao/lars he pmd you 

for your ola car is funny money. you coula begin to believe you're crazy for 

thinking the way you ao. !Jut then there it is on the hamburger wrapper: 

"yabba Dabba Doo!" 9sn't there some kina of connection to a reaaing of the 

past there -- both the past of early television history ana the past of 

something you were raisea to call prehistoric tCimes (or is it MoaHistoric)? 

!ina just who is making up these labels anyway? 

He was a /titan of His came: Rape Sto,ies --Alatl 

Over ana over again as 9 was examining the writings ana rewritings 

in pamela. 9 kept writing aown a question to myself "Don'tforget to ask this 

question", 9 reminaea myself '[he question has to ao with the relationship 

between the rewriting ana rape (or not-rape). 9's Ito, whfI is it 

important that this is ~ Q rape? 

'[he question stops me short. '[he attemptea rape scene in pamela 9 

is an attempt that is aeniea as attempt. '[he aenial is acceptea even by the 

intenaea victim who never reaa it that way whileshe was almost being 

rapea. She was unconscious for half of it so howaia she know what was 

....... " ...... ;< • 
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going on anljwalj? "9 was onllj teasing", he sa/d later. '[he reatier 

untierstantis how frustrateti the poor man is in his love for her. Even the 

victim untierstantis. 9ntieeti~ part of her virtue lies in her ability to 

untierstanti his violent behavior towartis her. 9n the Salllj yotifrelj storlj 

there is IICfrue Love" to contenti with. "OK so, what thelj did was wrong. !Jut 

they were in love! He pressured her for sex and she said yes. 9f onllj she 

hatin't gotten pregnant! He even foveti her after the baby was born. . [oak 

how he chased her all over the place andboarded her ship anti trieti to pull 

her off and even stop the ship from sailing! ,[hat's passion. you tion't tio 

stuff like that unless Ijou're realllj in love." '[he Cjackelj ana Polly storlj falls 

somewhere between the two: He's a rake: She's a dimber. She knows it can 

be tione. She's seen other servants climb. She and Cjackelj mark their moves 

as if thelj are in love. He uses his social pOSition to lure her into an agreement 

that will alwaljs and ultimatellj favour him. He knows that monelj is her 

weakness and that she tioesn't reallijumierstand enslavement. (Hatin't she 

read those conduct books out on the market?) He forgets, though. that 

waiting-maitis have feelings too (not to mention frientis in high places). And 

maljbe she did take a look at those contiuct books. 

!Jut back to this rape thing. 

WItat IIIIOlIld Dr. 'Jrell.d 54fl? 

Well, lreuti woulti salj that no means yes. 
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WIIcrt eIld Dr. B., oops, 9 Iftec:ut Dr. jreu:d, sag? 

Wltatelse? 

9t is of course not to be expected that the patient will come to 
meet the physiCian half-way with material which has become 
pathogenic for the very reason of its efforts to lie conceaJetl; nor 
must the inquirer rest content with the first 'No' that crosses 
his path. 

(f!..3.k,., Vol. 8 54,,55) 

9t's pretty easy to construct some kind of pseudo-I ega/argument 

against the rea cling of any of these scenes as rape. 101' example, the '9 was. 

only teasing" argument cloesn't wash, but to reaqers, 9 think Mr. (3. 's 

confusecl passionsancl his attempts to control himself reacl convincingly. 9ts 

"natural" to feel sorry for the guy. 9t is, in tact so easy to cleny rape in these 

scenes that 9 begin to woncler if the scenes are not clesignecl intentionally to 

he read as not-rape or not-secluction ana ultimately as not a big cleal. 1 9t 

makes some sense If you think of the task that Y<ichardson takes on in 

moving pamela from Mr. (3. 's unwilling and unwitting victim to his willing wife. 

lincl in Pamela V where so much rewriting occurs, the willing wife must 

settle in, expand ancl conquer her new role.(jus.t like the colonizer). Losing 

your memory has to be part of that process. 

'[his Rafter the event-ness" oftne rewritte.n not-rape stories in pamela 

reacls strongly in relation to feminist writings about rape. 9n the 

1 Eaves ancl Kimple, for example, reatl the rape attempt at 
Lincolnshire as comecly ancl certainly, in theperiotl, clramatic aaaptations 
like yiffarcl's pamela ancl Etlge's pamela, an Opera stagecl this rape scene 
as bawdy (Yiffard,46-51);(Ecige56-60). 
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unmarried man. "You always hear about single women try
ing to get their married lovers to leave their wives. This be
havior isn't limited to the female of the species. 

"With single men, you've got to remain extremely vigilant, 
as I learned almost too late, when, after an initial period of 
being very careful not to leave any clues, I got careless. We'd 
meet at my apartment when my husband, Jay, was out of 
town. You never think about neighbors going to your hus
band behind your back to tell him you're having a regular 
male visitor, so I was complacent. Then one day my lover 
left a condom wrapper on the bathroom counter, tucked be
hind Jay's aftershave. Jay and I didn't use condoms because 
I was on the Pill. If I hadn't decided to clean up the apart
ment to surprise my husband when he got home, I wouldn't 
have seen the wrapper. Disaster was averted, and I dumped 
the man. I promised myself that in the future I'd only get in
volved with men who have as much to lose as I do." 

As Jocelyn's experience proves, ,little things mean a lot 
when you're balancing a secret sexual life against your mar
riage. A parking-garage receipt in a pocket disCovered by a 
husband doing laundry, an ATM withdrawal from a neigh
borhood in which you had no reason to be, a slldden inter
est in a new kind of music or food-all can trigger suspicion 
in the mind of a loving, faithful spouse. 

Few of the wives I interviewed said they'd tell their. hus
bands about their affairs. "But I will if I know in my gut he 
knows anyway." Jocelyn says. "Then I'll clean up my act for 
a long time. My feeling is nobody wants to know his spouse 
is cheating. and my husband is no exception." 

The Peril Is in the DetaUs 
the details are "the hard part" for Suellyn, a California 

media consultant who's been having an affair with Dean. a 
coworker. for almost a year. "I catch myself sometimes for
getting that it's Dean who likes his coffee with cream or 
Dean who hates takeout Chinese when I'm with my hus
band. William. The saving gntce for me is that Dean and I 
have worked closely on several projects: we spend half our 
time in meetings with clients, often in cafes, so I have an ex
cuse for handing my husband the cream pitcher in a restau
rant when he drinks his coffee black. There's no good ex
cuse, however. for calling out the wrong name in the heat of 
passion-which I've a/most done." 

Leading a double life requires you to concentrate, often just 
at those moments your ability to do so is compromised. "You 
really have to ,remember the freshness factor." says Kim, a 
lusty twenty-eight-year-old who sometimes makes lo~e to her 
lover and her husband within hours of each other. "The smell 
of sex is distinctive and can linger even after a quick shower. 
If I've been with my lover earlier in the day, I don't go near 
my husband until I've had a leisurely bubble bath. He thinks 
I'm a sensual woman because I love the bath so much. I am 
a sensual woman, and a 'careful one." 

Kim says that sex with her lover, rather than sating her, 
can leave her feeling aroused, even after orgasm. She and 
her husband have more sex now that she's involved in this 
liaison. Often. that's true of others who stray as weil. In
deed. those frequently published lists of ways women can tell 
if their husbands are having an affair invariably include: 
"He is suddenly more interested in sex." Which may be why 
women who say two men are better than one swear ... 

"The Affair Is Good for My Marriage!" 
It is sometimes the case that women who report improved 

sexual relations with their husbands after taking lovers learn 
about their own sexuality from other men. These women 
may discover some new technique or a different positio.n 
that they can adapt to the marital bed. And sometimes the 
sex at home improves largely because they are now so highly. 
erotically charged. 

''I'd stopped feeling sexy." says Nancy Lee, a New OrlcoJ.ns 

advertising executive who believes her recent affair. now 
ended, put the sizzle back into her marriage. "After ten 
years together'. my husband, George. and I were too used to 
each other's body. The sex was lackluster. Then I had a tor
rid six-month affair with a younger, black man I met when 
I joined a gym to get back into shape. Being desired by such 
a gorgeous, sexy man was an energizing experience in itself. 
Of course breaking the ultimate Southern white girl's taboo 
by having sex with a black man turned the thermostat up a 
few notches for me too. And I took all that back to George. 
He thought he owed his sudden good sexual fortune to my 
workout program." 

Some women who don't find sex with their husbands 
much, or any, improved, still believe the affairs help their 
marriages. They don't expect a husband to fulfill their every 
need, so they are more relaxed and giving wives. As an 
older wife who's "always" had lovers says, "You're so for
giving of your husband's little flaws. and his big ones, when 
you have this delicious secret life." 

Good sex makes many women mag-
nanimous, if not monogamous. "One Sex with 
man is not enough for me," Jenny 
says. A beautiful twenty-eight-year-old, 
she married a man twenty years her se- a lover, 
riiar, admittedly for mOlley, status. and 
all the trappings. "I love my married 
life. I also need more sexual excitement rather than 
than I can get in this marriage. 

"My husband is an avemge lover h 
with an average penis who wants to sating er, 
make love once or twice a week, which 
is average. I want a lot more than that. can leave 
If I didn't allow myself a lover. I'd be a 
spoiled-bitch princess wife. like a lot of 
the women in our social circle. But be- a woman 
cause I'm getting the sex I want else-
where, I can be as emotionally generous 
with my husband as he is financially feeling 
generous with me. I'd hate to be one of 
those women who spends all her time 
cutting up other women over glasses of aroused 
wine. Sexual frustration is so ugly." 

Is There No Downside? for her 
These women seem so pleased with 

themselves and their affairs. past and husband. 
present. Do they have no regrets? Most 
of them. particularly those who are 
happily married, say their affairs have 
a bittersweet quality, like a summer day at the beach-all 
romantic glory, not meant to last forever. 

Yet on that rainy day, which eventually almost surely 
comes, does a woman pine for what might have been? Per
haps. And perhaps knowing the end will sooner rather than 
later occur gives the lovers' time together a special edge. 
Women who play around live with the understanding that 
they or their lovers or their husbands could suddenly and 
dramatically change the status quo. 

The negative aspects of affairs include matters of logistics 
and timing and the need for vigilance in leaving no clues or 
traces for a husband to find-like the scent of another man's 
cologne on your clothing. which is the equivalent of the 
other woman's lipstick .on a husband's collar. But the un
certainty about. tomorrow that surrounds lovemaking with 
the aura of fond regret gives the extramarital affair its spe
cial status. "Sometimes when I'm with my lover, I feel like 
I'fll starring in an old movie." says one incurable. if prag
maric, romantic: "He's going off to war. Of cOurse he'll be 
killed. And I'll be sad, but my life will go on." [UJ 

.[" the illlerest of pril'Clcy. some l1t1mes lWl'e beel1 chal1gec/. 
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introduction to their cmthology Y<ape and Y<epresentatiQn. for example. Lynn 

11. Higgins and fgrenda Y<. SHver connect art and criticism with "the weI/

documented hias of rape law. where representations of rape after the event 

are almost always framed hy a masculine perspective premised on men's 

fantasies ahout female sexuality ... as well as their codified access to and 

possession of women's hodies· (Higgins and Saver. 2). 9t's as if Y<ichardson 

trips himself up early in pamela 9. in his imtial conception of the fiction ana 

then realizes it (or aoesn't realize it) ana changes it for pamela 99. '[he 

eaitorial frame for pamela 9 insists that the story J?e told from pamela's 

point of view. Writing to the moment provea to he a verlJ exciting way to write 

as well as a very engaging way to receive the thoughts of a character. (jut 

that character was a woman. When ]ielaing ohjectea to Y<icharason's 

technique ana narrative premise (a servant girl remains virtuous ana 

marries her master) hy paroaying it in Shamela. perhaps what was 

particularly ohjectea to was hearing Pamela's voice. 

(jut ao we ever hear pamela's voice? Or. like ]reud's Dora. aoes 

pamela suffer from a kina of aphonia with "writing operat[ing] vicariously in 

the place of speech" (E.3.£". Vol. 8.11). ]reud never presumes to present us 

with any of Dora's writings. 9sn't there something suspicious about just how 

much of pamela's writing we are given to read? Do we hear pamela's voice in 

the writing? Don't lose sight of what Higgins ana Silver say: "framed bfl Cf 

mtlSCJ4llne perspective prellllsed on mell's pOsseSsiGli of Women's 

bodies." just hecause Y<ichardson and his fictional eaitor say these are the 

letters of "11 fgeautiful young Damsel '[0 her parents" aoesn't make the voice 
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ofa woman speak. 'Thelj've already lied to us. 'The whole production is a lie 

rind could it have realllj happened this walj? Even Y<ichardson argues that 

she's one in a million. He doesn't realllj want her to be anymore than one in a 

million. otherwise he's got a major social upheaval on his hands.2 lis 

Susanne Kappeler emphasizes in her book 'The pornography of 

Y<epresentation, one of the ways in which social and especially 

representational practices like literature avoid real social change is to 

embrace a "narrow literalism" which works to frustrate any "attempt to 

establish the connection between the individual victim and a class of potential 

victims" (Kappeler lL,). 'The novel with its emphasis on the individual is the 

perfect vehicle. 'Though a small amount of outrage can be generated around 

the powerlessness of and treatment of servant girls blj their masters, 

Pamela's "specialstatus" continually encourages the reader to separate her 

from others of her class} 'This allows both her exceptional suffering and her 

2When European writers like Voltaire and yoldoni picked up on 
pamela for their own productions they raised Pamela's social status -
(jolaoni managea it by revealing (jooaman rinarews as a Scottish nobleman 
who has been forced for political reasons to live for years as a peasant. 'Thelj 
did not believe that their audiences (or, maybe more to the point their 
patrons) would accept the marriage of a servant girl (regardless of how 
virtuous or how one in a million she was) to a member of the aristocraclj. 

3 Michael McKeon's discussion of power relations in pamela also 
informs this argument: "Pamela's essential power is the passive and 
negative one of being virtuous, of resisting the sexual and social power of 
others. 'That she is rewarded for it as a result of her discipline in exemplary 
self-representation. She writes a ·spiritual autobiography" of such 
persuasive force that she gains the full moral accreditation of the 
communitlj .. .!J. is reformed and convertea as a result of reading her journal, 
but it is crucial that he then be accorded that "godlike" authority which, some 
readers have felt is belied by the very need for reformatiOn. Similarly, if 
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exemplary virtue to be highlightec;f anel for a relationship to be establisheel 

between them: pamela suffers preCisely because she is virtuous. 

9t may also be the case that in his gusto to create a virtuous woman 

an exemplary woman l'eicharelson severs pamela's connection with women. 

ri community of women who reael her letters springs up arounel Pamela, but . 

she is the subject of that community not a member of it. Not that Pamela is 

a man. !Sut pamela isn't really a woman either. She's pamela. Except 

Pamela is too gooel to be true. Pamela is an ielea. Pamela is a fiction. 

Pamela is anel is not a woman. Literature allows us to believe she is though 

cmel this is the trick. rin entire Ideology of"womaness"canhecontaineel in/by 

pamela. 9t comes from what's happeneel before pamela in literature, anel 

what has filtereel through pamela colours even our most contemporary 

beliefs about women. 9n this way l'eicharelson's eelitorial frame has workeel 

better than he coulel have ever imagined 9 guess at some point though. it 

gets harel to believe in Pamela the way that r<icharelson wrote her elown. 

The gaps get too big.4 '[he issues get too big anel the stakes get too high. 

lor all of us Pamelas, at least. 

Pamela's rewarel for virtue is to have meaning, the moral authority of the 
social oreler by which it is conferreel must remain intact elespite the evielence 
of social injustice manifest in the very neeel for her rewarel" (lvtcKeon, 364). 

Kappeler anel other feminists writing through ]reuel woulel also reael 
the neeel for this separation between pamela anel other 'servant-girls' as 
springing from the way that the servant-girl's sexuality threatens the fragile 
mielelle-class 'family economy'. See Kappeler, pp. 20~-6 anel my comments 
on the attempteel seeluction of Polly !Sarlow in the previous section. 

4Wayne e tJooth's guielelines for "proper" suspension of elisbelief in 
The l'ehetoric ofpction are as follows: "[riJny story will be unintelligible unless 
it inclueles, however subtly, the amount of telling necessary not OYIly to make 
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102 

four 
without a marriage 

license in sight 

I tried to explaill to Illy fathe,. that 

beillg all llllwed, pregllallt thirty-two

year-old didll't carry quite tile stigllia 

of beillg all ullwed, pregllallt high-school 

cheerleader. By Joall Cal'agallis Jakohsoll 

Thinns change, but they really 
dOI~t. My daughter once said, 

referring to her school uniform, 
"It's ha;d to be cool in a kilt." And 
it's still not easy to be cool about 
having a baby without being mar
ried-no matter what anyone may 
tell you. 

Mv daughter and I had lived 
happily for-a number of years with 
a man who was legally separated 
but not divorced. When we decided 
to get married. his wife stubbornly 
dug in her heels and the negotia
tio~s proceeded at a very slow-pace. 
While we waited, we thought per
haps I should begin trying to get 
pregnant. After all, how long could 
a divorce take? 

Since there was never any ques
tion of our commitment to each 
other or doubt of our desire to have 
a child together, I didn't hesitate. 
On the other hand, I didn't expect 
I'd conceive in less time than it 
takes me to empty the dishwasher. 

We were ecstatic. At worst. I 
thought. I would have to let out the 
\\'aisthand of my tasteful second
wedding-color suit. No one would 
know. In reality, when our wedding 
day finally did arrive, our son was 
four months old and I wore a red 
dress that buttoned down the front 
so that after kissing the groom I 
could dash upstairs and breast-feed 
his baby. 

Listen, I know that some women 
-Jessica Lange, Susan Sarandon, 
Glenn Close-give birth without 
husbands as casually as others al-

phabetize their spice racks; but I'm not some hip 
movie star insulated against disappro\'al by an 
adoring public and good hair. I was simply an or
dinary woman desperate to. have a baby with the 
man I loved while I was still young enough to \\'alk 
without a cane to my natural-childbirth classes. 

My first task, once my obstetrician had con
firmed the pregnancy, was to inform the family. My 
eight-year-old daughter, who'd been told in advance 
of our plan, was thrilled, and my mother doesn't 
care how she gets her grandchildren as long as they 
appear. My f.lther. t1;ough, was nearly ;omat05e 
with the shock and horror of it all. Concealing my 
own discomfort. I tried to explain that being an un
wed, pregnant thirty-two-year-old didn't carry quite 
the same stigma as did being an unwed, pregnant 
high-school cheerleader-a prospect that had given 
him sleepless nights for years during my teens. He 
was too distraught to respond. 

Unbelievably, the divorce stalled on a tiny finan
cial detail and, as the months passed, my pregnancy 
naturally became more noticeable. It was time to 
tell the headmistress of my daughter's very small. 
traditional school, where everyone knew everyone 
else's business, that I had taken my job as class 
mother for the third grade rather more seriously 
than she might have expected, The headmistress 
was kind and understanding, and except for fid
dling nervously with her kilt pin, she took the news 
better than some other people I encountered. 

In the seventh month of my pregnancy, I was 
chatting in a hotel lobby with a friend from out of 
town when an acquaintance and her sister came by 
and stopped to talk. 

"You're pregnant," the acquaintance offered 
helpfully. "I didn't know you'd gotten married." 

"I haven't," I said. "Not yet." 
Her sister looked at me as though I'd just opened 

fire with an assault weapon in a shopping mall. 
"Well. do you know who the father is'?" she de
manded, 



9t's aifferent in the perioa, though. 9n the perioa, after a while, no one 

really believea in the eaitorial frame. 'Chese were not the real letters of a real 

woman. 9t aian't matter. People triea to take control of the "eaitorship" of 

the letters by pretenaing to be the eaitor of Pamela5 as a way to make 

money, a kina of piracy. People maae fun of her. She was too gooa to be 

true. Or, people usea her as a moael. yet oaaly enough or maybe not oaaly 

enough at all since pamela is, essentially, a conauct book. ana because it is 

written convincingly, pamela became a real woman. pamela spoke to a 

whole class of people who wan tea her story to be true because it woula 

promote their particular iaeal-- essentially a Protestant iaeal. yor these 

reaaers pamela exists simultaneously as fiction, aocumentary ana guiae 

book ana reiterates their self-promotea Christian stance. Virtue t(ewaraea.6 

you Are Here: Don't }Vlove! 

Examinea more closely ana carefully, what exactly is "womanly" about 

Pamela's point of view? 9n Letter XXV, where Pamela's version of the rape 

attempt appears, writing to the moment is actually writing to the moment 

us aware of the value system which gives it its meaning, but more important 
to make us willing to accept that value system, at least temporarily .... f[]he 
work itself must fill with its rhetoric the gap maae by the suspension of my 
own beliets" (f3ooth 112). 

59t's almost as if the very theatricality of pamela 9 infectea these 
reaaers ana they too haa to "put on an act". 

69n the prefatory material accompanying the Secona Eaition of 
pamela 9 (publishea Yeb. 74, 7147, three months after the yirst Eaition), 
Itayon Ht'lI gushes: "who coula have areamt he shoula tina, unaer the moaest 
Disguise of a Nove/, all the Sou/off<eligion, yooa-breeaing, Discretion, yooa
nature, Wit yancy, yine 'Chought ana Morality?-- 9 have aone nothing but 
reaa it to others, ana hear others again reaa it to me ... if9Iay the book aown, 
it comes after me" (pamela 9, 70). 
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about something that occurred at an earlier moment. What leichardson 

emphasizes through this organization is pamela's grietangerand 

powerlessness, as well as a reassurance and a reiterance to her parents that 

she has remained "Honest:' (pamela 9, 64). '[he particular details of Mr. 8. 's 

attack on pamela are less compelling than is the fact thatshe has been 

attempted and remains virtuous. '[he frame of Letter .xxv provides a sense 

of leichardson's other primary preoccupation.: keeping the uncertainty of 

Pamela's fate high. '[his is a concern that speaks both to the tradition of 

romance writing and to the marketability of the book. 9t's the same strategy 

used in educatiofJal television: If you can't wrest your audience away from an 

inappropriate medium or genre like TV. or romance novels, fill the form with 

"appropriate" content. pamela begins her letter unhappy and heart broken. 

It few lines later she is angry with no patience. '9s there no Constable or 

Headborough. .. to take me out of his House?'./3ut. alas! he is greater than any 

Constable, and is a Cjustice himself (pamela 9, 64). Itt the end of the letter 

she expresses her gratitude for being sparecl but wonders if Mr. 8. had been 

able to convince Mrs. Cjervis to leave the room "what would have become of 

your poor Pamela!" (pamela 9, 68). 9n the interests of sustaining suspense, 

Pamela is continually suspended between moments of uYlcertainty. '[he real 

suffering of a woman in Pamela's position is sacrificed to these "greater" 

goals. Perhaps its not so much that we don't hear her voice irs that she's 

always saying the same thing. Itnd that tisame thing" more neatly serves 

leichardson's moral purpose. 
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What happens to Pamela'sbodfl? 

9t sounas kina of ohvious saying this, hut rape is an act of physical 

violence. you can't just talk ahout it. Ana you can't just took at the violatea 

hoay. 9t's a aistraction. While you're husy looking at her hoay, the rapist is 

getting away. Ana you're thinking all kinas of irrelevant thoughts about her. 

Ana all kinas of Hhlame the victim" thoughts like ~what was she wearing?" 

Pamela's hoay ana her clothes are very visible through the letters. '[his is 

where the aetails in the letters work very effectively to aissolve the opacity of 

text proauction ana render a visual image. Some characters, in fact, learn to 

know pamela only visually hy looking at her hoay. 9nPamela gg, when she 

contracts smallpox, 7 Mr. e. 's letter to Lady Davers reassuring her that 

Pamela has recoverea ana sufferea no facia/scars, is not enough. Laay 

Davers must sena 'jackey down to Kent to look at pamela's face and report 

011 its being spared. 

'jackey, like Lora Davers and Sir 'jacob Swynfora, never needs to reaa 

pamela's letters; he reaas her hody as a text. 'jackey, LordDavers ana 

Swynford have no interest in the accuracy or appropriateness of their 

"readingH. f<eading pamela exists completely in their "real" experience of her 

through their projected fantasies ahout her.9n Volume 99, 'jackey and Lady 

Davers arrive unannouncea at Lincolnshire to discover what is qoing on 

hetween pamela and Mr. e. (they hall€ just been secretly married). '[hough 

Laay Davers has set a serious tone for their meeting 'jackey cannot control 

7 Pamelcr con tracts smallpox from her son eilly. Her pathology of 
weakness necessitates this connection both physically and psychologically 
ana reinforces the relationship hetween mother ana son. 
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himself when Pamela makes her first entrance: "Ii charming girl. tho', said her 

rakish Nephew, ana swore a great Oath: aear liunt forgive me, but 9 must 

kiss her" (pamela 9,378). Once Mr. 6.'s immediate family accepts pamela's 

presence, Lora DaversJ1ever fails to take the opportunity to call pamela 

"sister" ana then kiss her. 'This gesture is so excessive, it is noted in the text of 

pamela 99 (in the same letter to Polly Darnfora that contains )11r. 8. 's 

retelling of the attemptea rape scene). Sir 'jacob SWljnfora's experience is so 

predicatea upon her physical presence, he can be successfully trickea into 

believing her to be Laay 'jenny. Swynfora cannot obviously reaa the "text" of 

class in the boay or he woula have immeaiately recognizea Pamela as 

Other. 8 

'Just before the rape attempt in Volume 9, pamela, ciresser;/ in the 

peasant garb she has assemblea for her return to her parents, fools both 

~achel, the maia, ana Mrs. 'jervis, who are unable to recognize her. 'They 

have no means of reaaing her outsiae ofwhat they believe is her prescribea 

role. )vlrs. 'Jervis convinces Pamela to appearin herdi.sguise before Mr. 6. in 

oraer to carry the prank one step further. Mr. 6. pretenas not to know her. 

i'?ather, he communicates very physically with her as If she is the unknown 

peasant girl who she appears to be; first taking her by the hana, then taking 

89n another intertextual twist Pamela also engages in reac:ling th,e 
boc:lies of other women. She is critical of Sir 'Jacob's sister, 'juc:ly, a woman of 
sixty who tries to pass herself ot with the help of powc:ler, paint anc:l clothing 
as consic:lerably younger. Pamela worries, in her letter to Lac:ly Davers, 
about )11rs. 'juay in the first place because her behaviour tiexposes her to the 
~emarks ana i'?ir;/icule of the (jentlemen R (Volume 9V, 285)but, more 
importantly, because she aoes not behave with the wisdom lJnc:l c:lignitij that 
is the c:luty of an olaer person. 
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The Politics of 
Men, 
Women, 

-1(; L 

She favors the 

fat-Jree life; he'd 

YI\·. and 
A~-~.--.--rl~ '\ L, F 00 d 

sooner starve 

than ingest that 

oxymoron of a 

y'. 
ec~~tly, near a lavish buffet table at a 
work-related event, I overheard a 

':"':-~(mversation between two of my fe
- male colleagues. 

l'I'm being so bad!" squealed one of 
th~m with that unmistakable mixture 
of'guilt and glee in her voice. "1 just 
gorged on a huge plate of pesto pasta 
with Portobello mushrooms, but I'm 
sorry, I cannot resist this chocolate
peanut-butter mousse cake." 

"Tell me about it," replied the 
other. "I've been a total piglet. I 
swear, tomorrow is definitely a grape
fruit-and-springwater day." 

Now, try imagining two men en
gaging in such a conversation. Im
possible, right? Because men simply 
eat food, they don't obsess about it. 
Women's relationship with food, on 
the other hand, is far more complex, 
a stormy love-hate affair. Why? I 
contend the difference is rooted in 
prehistory. While the man assumed 
responsibility for hunting the masto
don, his wife was left with the task of 
tidying up the cave and deciding how 
to prepare the imminent bounty: fil
lets or stew? With brushberry sauce 
or lightly blackened? Much of this 
culinary anguish was wasted, how
ever, since most caveboys didn't care 
if their meal was still covered with 
fur, as long as it was there. 

Today, women's food-related trou
bles focus on the fattening effects of 
overindulgence. Females monitor 
their bodies for signs of cellulite with 
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the compulsion of astronomers searching for 
Planet X. Conversely, men remain completely 
oblivious, even as they metamorphose into hu
man life preservers. Women's conflicted desire 
for both tasty food and slim hips drives them to 
seek out odd, synthetic mutations on normal del
icacies-something a man would never do. Even 
the highly body conscious among us would 
sooner starve than ingest the oxymoronic dessert 
known as Skimpy Treat. 

How We Eat 

dessert known as 

Skimpy Treat. 

What to do? 

By Jim Gerard 

The way women consume food varies a lot, depending on who's watching 
them: other women, no one at all, or men. With the latter-especially if romance 
is a possibility-they tend toward minimalism. They order salads and nouvelle 
cuisine-y dishes, such as "finger of radicchio," that look so bereft on the plate, 
you'd think the waiter had spilled the rest of the entree en route. When forced to 
eat a heartier meal in front of the opposite sex, they first make a horrified face and 
say, "I'll never be able to finish this!," then nibble with a great display of timidity. 
When was the last time you heard a man say, "Oh, I'll have just one rib" or "No 
french fries for me. I'll take a bite of yours"? 

"IfI'm going to dinner with a man, I'll eat beforehand or just have a salad in the 
restaurant," my friend Roberta confesses. "God forbid he should think I'm a pig. 
By the time I get home, of course, I'm so starved, I could suck on frozen TV din
ners." (I wonder if Roberta applies this same logic in other areas of her life. Be
fore club hopping, does she tire herself out by dancing around her living room? 
Is it her habit to end sex after foreplay because she doesn't want her lover to think 
she's demanding?) 

Alone at the table, most women do a complete turnaround. "When I'm by my
self, I tend to eat anything that isn't glued to the plate," my cowo~ker Dianne ad
mits. Sarah, another friend of mine, is so reluctant to let her boyfriend, Dan, wit
ness her solo bingeing, that soon after they started cohabiting, she encouraged Dan 
to take various night classes, so she could, as she puts it, "wrap my arms around a 
pizza" in private. 

Women eating together are a totally different matter. If woman A is dieting 
successfully and consumes nothing but celery and seltzer, you can be sure women 
B, C, and D aren't chomping on cheese steaks. But if just one of them flirts with 
the idea of sharing a bag of peanut M & M's, the rest will follow, and the deca-



her about the neck, ana then speaking. ''You are very pretty, Chila; 9 woula 

not be so free with your Sister. you may believe but 9 must kiss ijou" (pamela' 

2. 61). 9 9gnoring pamela's immeaiate revelation of her "true" iaentity --"0 

Sir, saia 9, 9 am pamela inaeea 9 am: 9naeea 9 am pamela, her own self! H __ 

he kisses her anyway. lire women. then. in Y<icharason's version. never who 

(or what) theld appear to be? 9n the masqueraae scene, the Widow countess 

who praises polldgamy ana comes close to having an affair with JV1.r. 6. 

appears as a nun. Pamela, visiblld pregnant is aressea as a Quaker. Cjanet 

E. liikins reminas us that though pamela maid have thought the aisguise 

"prim," "Quakers were steaaily riaiculed .. for their reputea sexual license" 

(liikins, 110). Y<icharason. liikins is certain. woula have been aware of this. 9n 

her estimation "JV1.r. t3. has tumea his Wife into a visual joke" (liikins, 110). t3ut 

for what purpose? Has he in his supposea reformation lost his memory, his 

ability to think rakishly? Or aoes he want to araw attention to pamela's 

boay at the masqueraae ana away from his flirtation? 

Y<icharason shows us pamela's boald unaergoing a number of 

changes. 'fhrough JV1.r. t3's retelling of the attemptea rape scene we not only 

9Why aoes he say this? Whld aoes he say this like this? Does he 
possess a coae of aecorum or a coae offamiliarity for women basea on their 
rank. woula he be more "free" with a peasant girl he has apparently never 
met before than with his mother's waiting maia who he so obviously lusts 
after? Or, is the whole statement aesignea for the consumption of pamela in 
oraer to make her believe that If it were she stanaing there that he woula not 
behave this way? 9t's also important to remember that at this point in the 
story, Mr. 6. is involvea in aeciaing pamela's fate --whether she shoula be 
allowea to retum to her parents, go to work for way Davers, or stay with 
him. His position. inSide this process, woula certainly influence his behaviour 
towaras her. 
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see his motivation ane;{ e;{esires for Pamela while she is stilla chile;{ (ane;{ his 

abilities to control those e;{esires) we see a sketch c/rawn by Mr. '8. of pamela 

from the age of thirteen as "her charms increasec:! everyc:!ay .... '8esides the 

t3eauty of her 1igure, anc:! the genteel iiiI' of her person, the e;{ear (jil'l had a 

surprising Memory, a Solie;{ity of'1ue;{gment above her years, anc:! a Docility 

so unequal'c:!, that she took all Parts of [earning ... crouc:!ec:! upon herR (Vol. 

gg::), 185-6). lis her virgin status becomes an issue to be resolvec:!, pamela's 

boe;{y is usec:! to highlight somatic symptoms which are e;{irectly connectec/ to 

her psychic state -- her determination to remain virtuous which teestoration 

characters (whom leichare;{son is always interested in C/iscree;{iting) reae;{ as 

I/sick" ane;{ the rising protestant mie;{e;{le class reae;{s as "health?:(. 10 ,[hey are 

also symptoms which make her boc:!y more accessible to )111'.'8. 9n what is 

almost a classic 1reue;{ian scene of the leiss, pamela struggles, trembles 

and sinks c/own "not in a 1it" in the Summer-house only to finc:! herself in Mr. 

t3's arms. He is able then to kiss her "two or three times, as if he woulc:! have 

eaten me" (pamela 9, 35). When she actually faints c:!uring the two 

attemptec:! rape scenes she is able, through her physical 

101reud discusses this relationship between boe;{y and minr;{ in 
"1ragment of lin Iinalysis of a Case of Hysteria": "We must recall the question 
which has 50 often been raiser;{, whether the symptoms of hysteria are of 
psychical or of soma tic origin, or whether, if the former is granted, they are 
necessarily all of the psychically e;{etermined ... As far as 9 can see, every 
hysterical symptom involves the participation of both sie;{es. 9t cannot occur 
without the presence of a certain somatic compliance offeree;{ by some normal 
or pathological process in or connected with one Of the boC/ily organs. Iinr;{ it 
cannot occur more than once -- and the capacity for repeating itself is one of 
the characteristics of a hysterical symptom -- unless it has a psychical 
significance, a meaning" (l!31:.., Vol. 8, 13). 
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an intimate 
look at 

the life of a 

ca 
ichele~ .. whom rw ammged to 
meet in . the opldm/ /ghby of tl 
Manhattan hote/, is thitty-fiw 
and asparagus-thin. She wears 
pearls and leather pumps, carries a 
no-nonsense briefttlSe, and looks 
more like a sedate st()(/tbroker than 

a part-time call girl. When J introduce 
myself as the reporter to whom she's 
agreed to hare her lift. she timidly smiles; 
then lowers her pretty hazel eyts. We find 
a quiet tahkin the elegant adjoining din
ing room, and our friendship hegins . .. 

"This is the image. my customers 
want me to have," Michele confides 
over dinner, referring to the wealthy 

businessmen whom she services-for 5175 an hour. (Although Michde'$ personal 
preference is for men who are arty and colorful, the typical respondent to her 
weekly personal ad in sex tabloids is, surprisingly, of a more conservative stripe.) 
"They like me to look like a woman who works on Wall Street ... but a little sex
ier. Sol dress the part. I have nice legs, yet I don't wear very short skirts. My blouse 
is tasteful, but underneath I have no bra. And I never use perfume. Customers 
don't want to leave my apartment smelling like they've been in a boudoir." 

• 

offer something to drink," she says. 
"Mostly I'm asked for a soft drink, 
which ends up sitting in the glass. We 
talk, but not about sex, and get to 
know each other a little. I never strip 
at the door or jump right into bed. N
ter a while, I 5.3.y something like, 'Do 
you feel comfortable?' and he might 
reply, 'Do you?' as if he is looking for 
approval and needs to feel attractive. 

"At this point, I get him to take off 
his clothes, and I remove mine. If we 
start undressing each other, things get 
too romantic, and I try to keep a 
friendly distance. Then it's time to 
open the sofa bed. And I take the 
lead, constantly changing positions. 
~1en hate it when women want to do 
only a couple of things. I'm great at 
giving oral sex, which they love, al
though not many want me to bring 
them to orgasm that way. Without in
tercourse, they'd feel unfulfilled." 

Although terrified of discovery by a boyfriend, parents, 

cops, this sweet Midwesterner-turned-big-city-pro 

Michele says she's en
countered "few real creeps" 

. during her fifteen-year stint i 
in white-collar prostitution, ! 
but she has come into con- ! 
tact with her share of o.n- i 
noying customers: "Good- i 

insists her work is rewarding. By Mary Reinholz 

The business of meeting a client's libidinal needs takes plate exclusively at 
Michele's studio apartment, located on the ritzy Upper East Side. There, she 
claims to feel totally in controL "When I apply for. job in the outside world [she 
freelances as a graphic artist], I have no power," she explains. "But when men walk 
through my door, they're on my tur£ I create the atmosphe~rs, lighting, 
music. One time, though, in the middle of a session, my usual classical-music sta
tion suddenly played the &whide theme song, which absolutdy killed the mood." 

Michele orders filet mignon, medium rare, and a glass of white wine, then de
scribes her modus operandi. First-time customers aregenCfllllynervous, so she 
tries to be a gracious hostess. "When a client W21ks in, I take his coat or jacket and 
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looking men are the worst., 
They're used to women 
falling all over them, so I 

they're demanding. The nerdy ones, 8 

on the other hand, tend to be grate- :: 
ful." Nerdy or not, however, many t 
clients, Michele reports, do believe ! 

.~ 

the. stereotype that all call girls are I 
bimbos. "They feel anyone with 1-
brains wouldn't be doing this," she i 
says with a sigh, "and they're sur- ! 
prised when I can keep up with them ~ 
in conversation." (continued on 114) ~ 



reaction to control Mr. ;3. s violence. '[here mal:f be no intent on Pamelas 

part to control JVlr. e. in this way hut a pathology of weakness is written as a 

consequence. 11 

9n the scenes immediately after her marriage when her virginity 

ceases to be an issue and her virtuousness is centered in other kinds of 

behaviour, she appears strengthened 9n the dining"room scene at the end 

of Volume 99, when she begins to fear physical violence from Lady Davers 

and 'Jackey, Pamela alludes to her "poor Heart" (pamela 9 324). When Lady 

Davers slaps her and 'Jackey draws his Sword toprevent JVlrs. 'Jewkes (who 

warns them that pamela will ''fall into lits") fromleaclingPamela out of the 

room, "Mrs. 'Jewkes held her Salts to my Nose and 9 did not faint" (pamela 

2,,329). 9ndeed, she is so strengthened by the justice of her married state 

that to escape she jumps out the window and runs "as hard as 9 could drive" 

(pamela 9,330).12 Even her running becomes celebrated and retold, not only 

at Simon Darnfords dinner party which she escapes to attend (and tell her 

story) but in her own home: ''Mr. Colbrand .. toldMrs. 'Jewkes, when he got 

home, that he neversawsuch a /'a1YlYleras me, in his Dfe" (pamela 9,337). 

,[hings change drastically. though once pamela is fully incorporated 

within marriage. Marriage, once estahlished and especially as it is read 

through pamelas first pregnancy becomes a destablizing force. '[hough 

11 lainting can also be read as a sign of Pamela's sensibility and, 
hence, nobility. 

72 Her escape seems miraculously easy considering this is the house in 
which she had been imprisoned for so long. 9 guess this is because she is 
escaping to her husband, not from her jailer. 
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. pamela gives birth to five children (and has two more-as the Conclusion tells 

us) in pamela 99, preqnancy is hardly mentioned by pamela herself 9n 

several scenes, other characters remark upon changes in her body shape. 

Contrary to popular belief, pregnancy is not an illness but the changes in her 

body signal a further change in her status. Maternity requires Pamela to 

s/Abmit fully to the laws of marriage; '[his is demonstrated most clearly 

during her first pregnancy when she becomes preoccupied by her desire to 

breastfeed. '[he ensuing debate with Mr. 8. on thesubje,ct takes up a sizable 

chunk of the text at the end afVolume gg;]. 9ts result unr;/oubtedly effects 

pamela's relationship to her own body as well as h~r relationship with her 

children, husband and nurse. '[he debate between Pamela and Mr. 8. is a 

power struggle not unlike the one they enactedprior to their marriage. 

Central to it is )11r. 8. 's demand that "Husbands have a Dispensing power 

over their Wives" (Vol. 999,390). pamela is aware that her answer on this 

will not only effect her relationship with Mr. (3. but her relationship with (dod. 

She expresses confusion in a letter to her parents around the fact that "both 

Mr. (3. and 9 build our Itrguments on Scripture, tho' we are so different in our 

Opinions" (Vol. 999,390-1). Ultimately her parents advise her to obey her 

husband. Her married state necessitates this Shift in loyalties from (dod as 

master (her piety maintained her virginity in Pamela 9) to husband as 

master. 

'[he breastfeeding debate takes the form of an abstract exercise since 

. it comes prior to pamela's actual experience of lactation. 9t is not until 

pamela is about to give birth to her first child that weare able to read 
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weakness in her body and mind again. leichardson sanctwiches pamela's 

first childbirth within the masquerade affair (between the actual masquerade 

and the playing out of the affair) and heightens Pamela's instability.13 

pamela's jealousy -- a flaw in her perfection -- frames the childbirth through 

Polly Darnford's comments both before eilly's birth and after it. pamela is 

seen again (for the first time since her lincolnshire imprisonment) at her 

most VlAlnerable. She writes a letter to Mr. 8. to he given to him "if she dies" 

(Vol. 911. 111). Her anticipatory terrors of childbirth appear so excessive that 

those around her (including her mother) find it necessary to trick her into 

believing that the midwife is a distant relation of POlly Darnford When the 

assistant of this midwife comes to check on Pamela, in Polly Darnford's 

words, "neverdid '] see so much shyness and apprehension as jVf.rs. e. 
showed .. holding sometimes her mother, sometimes JVf.rs. Harris, by the 

hand, and being ready to sweat with terror" (Vol. 9V, 10). Still, even with this 

terror possessing her, Pamela is able to moralize to Polly ear/ow from her 

bed by comparing her secure position of a woman about to give birth within 

marrirAge to 

a poor Creature destitute of all spiritual COYTSo/ation (as well as 
of the lissistance and Comfortings of the nearest ]riends and 
of a kind Husband), when she has sacrific'c:/ her Honour, and 
cannot think of any thing so probable, as the Moment 
approaches, but that yOD will publish her in kincl. .. by the very 
Sufferings which are the natural Consequences afthe Sin she 
has so wickedly committed (Vol. 911. 118). 

13'Yhe titles of the plays Pamela sees and "reviews" for £.acly Davers 
just prior to the masquerade -- '(he Distresseci Mother cmcl The 'tencier 
Husbanct. or Accomplished Jools -- match Pamela's preoccupatioYTS. 
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Though Mr. 6. has argued that "freeing" Pamela from the "hurc;/en" of 

breastjeeC;/ing is a social ac;/vance -- both in terms of her class ascenc;/ancy 

anc;/ as a general level ofac;/vancement in the culture -- the reality is that 

Pamela is physically separatec;/ from her bahy. JVlr. 6., who uses his 

argument against breastjeeC;/ing to also push for his enc;/orsement of 

polygamy, neglects Pamela in order to pursue the Countess. Pamela may 

even be estrangec;/ from (joc;/ (though she says in her letter to Lac;/y Davers 

that "my Nursery, anc;/ my Reliance of (jod .. are all my consolation" (1101. gV 

742). She begins to alienate herself from her famt'ly-by-marriage when she 

fails to subscribe sister on her letters to [ac;/y Davers. She-is physically 

weakenec;/ by this alonehessiearing even to show her C;/iscomfort openly: "':7 

am all patience in appearance, aI/uneasiness in reality" (1101. 9V 144) '[his is 

partly c;/ue to the fact that Mr. 6. has notec;/ an lIa ltemtion ll in her anc;/ orc;/ers 

her to improve her behaviour: "Don't receive me in this manner, 9 charge 

you." (1101. 9V 145). lifter 6illy's birth, pamela repiaces her fearofchilC;/birth 

with the fear that she will lose Mr. 6. to another woman. Her letters to Lac;/y 

Davers become very short anc;/ anxious C;/uring this perioC;/ to mirror her state 

of mind 9n Letter LX9X she c;/escribes her "Eyes as swe/l'c;/ with crying, anc;/ 

look rec;/, although 9 am always breathing on my Hanc;/, anc;/ patting them 

with that anc;/ my warm 6reath. to hide the Distress that will, from my 

overchargec;/ Heart appear in them" (Vol. 9V 144). Later in the same letter 

Pamela hecomes almost irrationally fearful that Mr. t3. anc;/ the Countess will 

try to take t3illy from heranc;/ implies thatsJ1e will attempt suicide if this 

comes to pass. She is still self aware enough, though, to see her behaviour as 
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J 
acqueline's* photography career is thriving. So is her six-year-old daughter. Her 
marriage, however, is not. Her husband, Robert, has been involved with another 
woman throughout the ten years of their marriage-as well as before. Even in 
their wedding pictures, this Other Woman is clutching Robert's hand, as if she 

were the bride. Her name is Sarah. She is Robert's mother. 
The signs were there early on, but Jacqueline never put all the pieces together until re

cently. She should have recognized years ago that Robert invariably placed Sarah's wishes 
and needs above his wife's. One memorable incident occurred shortly after Jacqueline 
and Robert were married, when Jacqueline came home from work to find a brand-new 
fire-engine red carpet on the living-room floor. The beautiful tapestry rug in subtle tones 
of wheat and peach, Jacqueline's most prized possession, was nowhere in sight. Speech
less, she stared at the red monstrosity. "It's a gift from my mother," Robert said, smiling. 
Jacqueline felt betrayed and angry that neither he nor her mother-in-law had asked her 
opinion-it was her home, after all, not Sarah's-but she said nothing. She didn't want 
to start a fight with Robert so soon into the life they'd started to build together. It's only 
a rug, she told herself. What matters is that he values his mother's opinion, because that means 
he thinks well of women. Only in hindsight did Jacqueline understand that Sarah's gift was 
nothing of the kind. It was a message: My son belongs to me. 

You know how it is when you're newly in love. You share stories about your siblings, 
your parents, your ex-lovers, your shrinks. Your perceptions about life seem to converge. 
You feel like kindred spirits. You may have fallen in love a hundred times, but the begin- -
ning is always the same, full of hope and infinite possibility. You don't notice any snags 
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Not that she 5 the 

enemy-but do 

think of her as a 

potential ghost 

from his past who 

may haunt your 

life and love! 

By Susan Squire 



"unhealthy": " your lae:!yship will think 9 rave. 9ne:!eee:!9 am almost crazee:! at 

times" (Vol. W, 154). !Jut. what, in pamela, must be reae:! as the ultimate sign 

of health, she maintains the ability to control her own writing. She hides a 

letter in her bosom which he e:!oes not snatch out ane:! in her postscript to 

Letter LX9X, she requests that Lae:!y Davers "let no Soul see any part of this 

our present Correspone:!ence, for your !Jrother's sake, ane:! your sake, ane:! my 

sake" (Vol. W, 155). 

pamela1s progress is chartee:! only slightly through the geographical 

e:!imension. Where we woule:!see a boy1s coming-of-age orsearch-for-ie:!entity 

quest mappee:! through a series of ae:!ventures which take him outside of 

e:!omestic space, a woman's e:!evelopment is constructee:! primarily through the 

changes which take place in her boe:!y. She may move (or be movee:!) from 

space to space but containment is always emphasized '[hough expressions 

of sexuality are common to both quests, women's relationship to their 

sexuality ane:! their own boe:!ies seems to be consistently presentee:! as a 

problem in neee:! of a solution. 14 

14 '[his brings to mine:! "]reue:!'s much quotee:! assertion from his essay 
"]emininity" (1933): "'Lhroughout history people have knockee:! their heae:!s 
against the rie:!e:!le of the nature offemininity ... .Nor will you have escapee:! 
worrying over this problem -- those of you who are men; to those of you who 
are women this will not apply -- you are yourselves the problem"(P. "]L, Vol. 2, 
146). 
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He was a }titan of IUs ttime: 'j,e"d In 1~1f1 

'[here are strong connections between Jreud's reading of Dora's 

"hysteria" and pamela. Why is it of any interest to read pamela. a book 

published more than 150 years before Jreud did his major work. in this way? 

9 guess it's because male circumscnbed hehaviours for women which had 

become socially institutionalized before and through the writing of pamela 

became with Jreud institutionalized within the unconscious. 1 5 

'the Scene of the Kiss 

Jreud presents the scene of the kiss asa defloration scene and 

connects it to Dora's troubled relationships with not only Herr K. and her 

father but with Jrau K. '[he scene of the Idss is the central site for Jreud's 

interpretation of Dora's "case". He reads Dora's past present and future 

through the scene of the Idss, asserting particularly that "these 

symptoms ... had been produced by the patient years before the time of the 

trauma. and that their earliest appearances belong to her childhood .. "(~. 

Vol. 1. 21) 9n this way he prepares the ground for his inevitable elision of Herr 

K. and Dora's father (and later. Jrau K.) asohjects of Dora's desire. Jreud 

reads tile scene of the Idss -- at Herr K's "placeof husiness" when Dora is 

about fourteen - within a male construct otfemale sexuality. Clearly it is also 

these male-authored subtexts. these misguided notions of female desire. 

that drive the writing of pamela. 

15Elizabeth W. Harries article 'Jraqments and Mastery: Dora and 
Clarissa" is helpful too inune;{erstaYlfiing a relationship between leichare;{son 
ane;{ JrelAd . 
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lis ]rewi writes Dora's aescriptioYl of the eveYlts, Herr K. coYispires to 

get Dora aloYie aYia that accomplishea "clasp[s] Dora to him aYia pressea a 

kiss UPOYl her lips" (paL .. Vol. 1. 28) Dora's immeaiate respoYlse (which 

strikes me as quite "Ylatural") is to break free aYia flee the builaiYlg. ]reua sees 

this respoYlse, though as wholly uYlYIatural aYia coYlYIects all of Dora's 

somatic symptoms to her hysterical behavior. '1Y1 ]reua's iYlterpretatioYl of 

the scene of the kiss, the kiss must have "callea up a aistiYlct feeliYlg of 

sexual excitemeYlt". (eIL., Vol. 1. 28) Dora, by Ylot respoYlaiYlg positively to 

the kiss, aisplays, therefore, aYi hysterical reactioYl. 

9 shoula without questioYl coYisiaer a persoYi hysterical iYl whom 
aYi occasioYl for sexual excitemeYit elicitea feeliYlgs that were pre
aomiYlaYitly or exclusively uYipleasurable: aYia 9 shoula ao so 
whether or Ylot the persoYi were capable of proauciYlg somatic 
symptoms. (paL .. , Vol. 1,28) 

Not oYily aoes he reaa Dora without a social coYitext -- what were/are 

the social restrictioYls OYi a fourteeYl year-ola girl's sexuality, for example, he 

aeYlies Dora the right to her OWYl reactioYl (aisgust as she appareYitly 

aescnbes it) to the kiss. He labels her iYlsteaa as uYlYIatural aYia hldsterical. 

presumably a "Ylatural" womaYi or a "healthy" womaYi woula have allowea 

Herr K. to "make love to her" because this is what she "really waYlts". ]reua's 

seYise of Dora as commoaity is also highlightea. lis he reaas her she is 

haYiaea over by her father to Herr K. iYl oraer to appease him for ]rau K. 's 

affair with Dora's father. Dora's hysteria lies iYl her iYlability to "complete the 

circuit" aYia properlld pass through the scene of the kiss. 
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She's into Therapy. 

Alberto V05. Hot 'Oil Hair Therapy. 

A complete line of shampoos & 
conditioners that replenishes hair and helps . 

restore its natural beauty. Only VOS 
Hot Oil Hair Therapy has Hydratein:" 

a micro-fine moisturizing breakthrough. 
It penetrates deep to moisturize from 

the inside out and gives you 
more naturally beautiful hair. 

V05. Hot Oil Hair Therapy. . 
. . :l'he,re's no end to the benefits of therapy. 
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'[here is a sense in which YOIA can say that Pamela never becomes 

wholly hysterical because, unlike Dora, she ckJes not tully reject Mr. 6. s 
advances. She merely postpones them until they become properly framed 

Pamela is commodified too, but like a shrewd, risk-taking, businesswoman 

she holds out in order to get the best possible deal. 6ut this is not exactly 

what happens. 9n fact pamela never becomes wholly hysterical because no 

one intervenes in )'vtr. 6s "courtship" of her and describes her actions! 

reactions as inexplicable or unhealthy to a person in authority. 9n the 

summerhouse scene, pamelas reaction mirror's Dora's: "sheburstfrom him 

and was getting out of the Summer-house: but he ltel.tl me back., and 

shut the Door" (pamela 9,35, my emphasis). 9t is both Herr K. s lack of 

coercion in his relationship with Dora andjreud and Doms father's inability 

or disinclination to read him as Doras seaucer that results in an analysis 

which is ultimately hostile towards Dora. 9n jreua's retelling of Dora's story, 

Herr K. never warns Dora to keep either their scene of the kiss or, four 

years later, the scene by the lake, a secret. 9n the summerhouse scene, 

Mr. 6. warns pamela twice not to tell anyone. He even offers her gold "to 

make you Amen(/{s for the jright 9 put you to"(which she refuses) and orders 

her to "take a Walk in the (jarr;len and r;lon't go in till your blubbering is over" 

(pamela 9,35). pamela writes to her parents of the inCident. She has 

already been keeping them up on Mr. 8. 's inappropriate attention to her but 

she is unaware that her letters are being r;livertedanr;l rea(/{ by Mr. f3. She 

also, after some thought to Mr. 6. s order, tells Mrs. Cjervis who, though 

alarmed, advises pamela to "not think of leaving my Service: for, says she, in 
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all Likelihood, you hehavd so virtuously that he will he asham'd of wha t he 

has done, and never offer the like to you again" [Pamela 'J,31). Clearly all of 

the people Pamela tells her story to up until her marriage are either 

unsympathetic or powerless to help her. 

Dora's father does not share this position of powerlessness. 'Jt is 

merely in his interest to maintain his affair with 1rau K. despite Dora's 

ohjections to it however they manifest themselves. He, and later 1reud, 

frame Dora's story. Like pamela, Dora keeps the stories of the scene of 

the kiss (which took place when she was fourteen) and the scene bfl the 

lake (when she was eighteen) to herself at first attempting to control the 

situation hy cutting herself off from the K. 's for a little while at least. She 

claims, indeed, that 1reud is the first to hear of the scene of the kiss. 

'The events of the scene bfl the lake on the other hand were 

communicated to Dora's mother "intending that what she said should he 

passed on to her father" (~, Vol. 8,56). Once Herr K. is confronted hy 

Dora's father and denies any ill intent Dora is hlamed for the scene. Herr K. 

even suggest that Dora's imagination was "over-excited" hy her reading of 

hooks on sexual matters and that she made the whole thing up. Dora's 

governess had also heen similarly accused for such reading. 

feichardson's devotion to social contextualization also apparently 

helps pamela to maintain her stahility. 1reud's remarks show no insight 

into either Dora's age or social position although he mentions that at age 

eighteen she employs herself hy "attending lectures for women". apL, Vol. 

8, 53). Surely, part of the reason why she is ahle to communicate her outrage 
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regaraing Herr K. s "proposal" to her with a slap to his face ana a story to her 

mother, is because she is eighteen, not fourteen. 9naeea, she may have 

aevelopea opinions about her unjust status as a woman, which make it 

possible ana necessary for her to express her aisapproval. She may also 

have reachea an age at which she is interestea in choosing a mate ana 

rejects her fathers choice. 

Why is virginity c:r problem QHflWc:I!I? 

a) (gecause female sexuality must be controlled 

b) Def!oration is a crucial moment in a woman's sexual history. 

c) 9t has to be enactea by the "right" man. 

a) (gecause of inheritance. 

e) (gecause female sexuality must be controlled 

pamela writes her weaaing aay in nervous snatches 'to the moment' 

spreaa over ten pages. She begins with a joumal entry at six o'clock in the 

moming ana en as with an entry at "Eleven o'Clock 'Thursaay Night." lIs we 

have seen elsewhere, au ring the masqueraae affair in pamela 99, pamela's 

"iale ]ears ana Ilpprehensions"(pamela 9, 294) manifest themselves 

through very short letters or journal entries. (gecause )1;[r. (g. has aeciaea to 

keep their marriage secret even from the servants, Pamelas actual moment 

of aef!oration is postponea until later aue to the unexpectea arrival of "three 

maa rakes" to aine with him. 'They not only aisrupt the weaaing night but 
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E."". Just How 
Realistic Are You 
About Marriage? 

By Theda Dritchell 

You accept his foibles-his getting to the airport two hours early, 

calling "Mommy" to rehash her previous night's bridge game. But 

what if you married him? Never mind his by-now familiar faults; 

holy wedlock presents a whole new slew of pitfalls for which even 

the most ardently enamored girl may not be prepared. So before committing, 

why not test your marital IQ by choosing the most appropriate response to 

each of the questions below, and brace yourself for eye-opening revelations! 

1. Your beloved is a football nut; you, on the other 
hand, detest any kind of spectator sport. Ever re
sourceful, you: 

a. Pursue interests of your own while he sits 
in his La-Z-Boy recliner, cheering on the home 
team. 

b. Develop a nodding acquaintance with the 
Cowboys, Troy Aikman, and the draw play, then 
get set to pass the popcorn. 

c. Introduce him to some active joys-say, 
tennis and tromping through the woods-and 
see if he doesn't get unhooked from watching 
"the game." 

2. After a year of blissful matrimony, your dear 
one isn't as attentive as he once was. Your plan 
,vould be to: 

a. Let him know-in rational, non-combative 
terms-how neglected you feel. 

b. Simply stifle complaints. 
c. Schedule more time together-and while 

you're at it, ask yourself what you've done for 
him of late! 

3. Bedtime has become distressingly routine. 
What to do? 

a. Not a thing for now; after all, sometimes 
loving's hot, and sometimes it's not. 

b. Get him to open up about what he wants 
and expects from sex. 

c. Try new positions. 

4. Your mate has always played the role of strong pro
tector. lfhe should suddenly lose his job, you would: 

a. Treat him the way you always have-i.e., as your 
shining knight. 

b. Encourage him to share his fears, making it 
clear you love him even more for showing his vulner
able side. 

c. Follow his lead-either showering him with 
TLC or simply letting him be (depending on what he 
seems to want). 

5. Now imagine that your spouse is in a major career 
slump while YOll"'e soaring. How to deal? 

a. Crow a little-anything less would be dishonest. 
b. Downplay your achievements-a small price. you 

believe, to save his pride. 
c. Acknowledge the problem and talk about how 

other couples have coped (or failed to cope). 

6. The best way to handle most conflicts, you feel, is to: 
a. Avoid dwelling. 

b. Listen, really listen, while your partner airs his 
point of view. 

c. Go straight to the mat-backing down from a 
zesty argument was never your style. 

7. For a while now, Mr. Adorable has been oddly irrita
ble. You take this to mean he's: 

a. Bored. 
b. Having troubles away from home. 
c. Leaving something important unsaid. 



remind us of where Jvtr. 8. s roots lie. 16 With what mimics rake-like 

smoothness, Mr. 8. prepares pamela for her defloration with soothing words 

-- "lind ljet 9 will indulge mlj dear (jirls hashful Weakness so far, as to own 

that so pure a Mind malj SUffer from lipprehension on so important a 

ehange as this" (pamela 9, 294 --my emphasis) and hy "kindly forcing 

[her to} drink two (jlasses of Champaign and afterwards a (jlass of Sack" 

(pamela 9, 295). 'The morning after, pamela writes to her parents that "[aft 

8reakfast. . .9 knew not how to see him" (pamela 9, 296). She descrihes how 

Ivir.8. "emholdens" her with his 'indulgence,' 'pitlj, , purittj, "decency,' ancl 

'chastittj, ' wondering happily "that a (jentleman who had allow'cI himself in 

littempts, that now 9 will endeavour to forget for ever, should have hehav'cI 

with so verlj clelicate and unexceptionahle a Demeanour" (pamela 9,296). 

Richarclson asserts here that the transition from virgin to Wife, even in a 

woman as clelicate ancl full ofsensihilities as pamela, is almost seamlessllj 

achievecl when enactecl within a loving marriage. What clef/oration unleashes 

in a woman in pamelas circumstances is not hostility hut gratitucle ancl the 

clesire to serve. 17 

76'Thelj hring a concrete challenge to Mr. 8. on his relationship with 
Pamela: "9 find, saicl [JVlr. 8J £.adlj Davers is full of our liffairs. She has taken 
great ;reecloms with me hefore Sir Charles: ancl they have all heen at me 
without Mercy; ancl 9 was forced to he very serious with them, or else they 
would have come up to have seen you, as 9 would not call you clown" (pamela 
2292). 

17'The tahoo of virginity which ;reucl refers to in his essay is a bloocl 
tahoo with "clef/oration ... unleashing an archaic reaction of hostilittj towarcls 
[the man}" (P. ;L, Vol. 1,282) 
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'[he rake's greatestsiYl is, perhaps, his failure to take seriously the 

busiYless of iYlheritaYlce. "jreud begiYls his essay "'[he '[aboo ofVirgiYlity" 

(1918 (191l]) by talkiYlg about just how "firmly rooted" the YlotioYl ofvirgiYlity is, 

"iYldeed, {it is] YlothiYlg other thaYi a logical coYltiYluatioYl of the right to 

exclusive possessioYl ofa woman which forms the esseYlce ofmoYlogamy" 

(P."].L Vol. 1, 265). '[he assumptioYl of marriage is always there. DuriYlg Mr. 

13. 's retelliYlg of the attempted rape, he iYltroduces his mother as a character 

who coYistaYitly urges him to marry: 

She used, iYl vain therefore, to plead family reasoYis to 
me. Like most youYlg fellows, 9 was too much a self
lover to pay so great a regard to posterity: aYld, to say 
truth, had very little solicitude at that time, whether my 
Ylame were coYltiYlued, or Ylot, iYl my OWYl deseYidaYits. 
(Vo/., 999, 192). 

'The rake moves from virgiYl to virgin per/ormiYlg a defioratioYl ritual 

quite differeYit from those that "jreud refers to iYl his essay. CitiYlg various 

aYithropological texts, "jreud tells us that "9Y1 the PhilippiYles there were 

certaiYl meYi whose professioYl it was to deflower brides" (P. "].L., Vol. 1, 268). 

'This is clearly aYi important part of a larger marriage ritual. 'The commuYlity 

is drawYl together by the act of defloration "outside marriage and before the 

first act of marital iYltercourse,,(P. "].L, Vol.?' 266). 'The rake's /uYlctioYl withiYl 

his commuYlity seems Ylot to emphasize the cohereYlce of that commuYlity but 

to disrupt it. '[he rake's method, without reservation utilizes deceit aYid 

subterfuge iYl order to gaiYl sexual access to virgiYls (aYid other womeYl). Part 

of the challenge, for example, for J"Wr. 13. at the begiYlYI iYlg of his pursu it of 



Pamela (at least as he retells and Pamela rewrites it in pamela 99) is to fool 

others as to his intentions towards pamela by appearing aloof and 

disdainful. feichardson, with his interest in conduct and dictating conduct 

writes against/vCr. (3. and all rakes to help pamela preserve her virginity. 

'Lhis is done in order that she be able to engage in the "proper" ritual of 

defloration -- by the husband within marriage. 

'[hough. from some perspectives, Mr. (3. is the one circumscribed by 

his own need to reform (and later by his need to reform further and accept 

piety), he is the one who literally dictates the rules of marriage to Pamela. Ils 

jreud describes it. typically, the loss of virginity "creates a state of bondage in 

the woman which guarantees that possession of her shall continue 

undisturbed and makes her able to resist new impressions and enticements 

from outside" (p. 1.L Vol. 1, 265). jreud and others use the term sexual 

bondage to describe the relationship between the husband and his once 

virgin Wife. '[he implication is clear that what is atstake here is the 

husband's ability to control his wife'S sexuality. '[he concern that ultimately 

dominates jreud's reading of virginity, though. is not that of inheritance-- of 

knowing who the father of her children is. 9t is the uncontrollable desire in 

women that the loss of virginity supposedly releases. 18 '[his, as Susanne 

18,[he rake is only too happy to find this sexual insatiability in a 
woman. He merely rejects the institutionalization of it within marriage. 9n 
pamela 99 who can blame Mr. (3., a former rake, for wanting to get a little on 
the side with an experienced woman (a widow, therefore, no messy auels to 
fight) who publicly endorses polygamy? 
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A Day (or Night) to Remember . .. 

MAD 0 N N A : "I went ~ 
through puberty before most of 
the girls I knew. My lover when I 
was fifteen was named Russell, 
and the first time I had sex was 
with him. Mter we'd been going 
together for several months, I 
was really curious to find out 
what making love was all about. I ~i:~?!' 
wasn't disappointed. But the idea 
that the first guy I ever slept with 
is now married and has kids really 
breaks me up." 

T BRUCE WILLIS: 
"My first sexual experience was a . 
lucky break that happened when 
I was a fourteen-year-old bellboy 
at a Holiday Inn in New Jersey. 
The weekend night clerk there, 

a buddy of mine 
in his twenties, 
would often in
vite friends over 
to the motel for 
some pretty wild parties. When I looked in 
on one of them, I spotted this really gorgeous 
chick who was older than me by a few years. 
I couldn't believe my luck when she started 
coming on to me. So we went down to the 
laundry room together, and she kind of 
guided me through it. Things got kinda hot 
down there among all the motel's clean 
sheets. It was honestly the most incredible 
experience of my life." 

TED 0 A N SON: "Attending a boys' prep school 
meant I stayed ignorant for too long of the traditional ini
tiation rites of boy-girl relationships. But in my freshman 
year at Stanford University, which was coed, I made some 
great discoveries about the real world, about the opposite 
sex, and yes, about sex too.» 

o U S TIN H 0 F F MAN: "I was fifteen and a T 
halE She was what was known in those days as a nympho
maniac-at least, that was the 
term we used. But she was a very 
nice person. Her name was Bar
bara, and she was about nine
teen. It happened when my 
brother Ronnie was home from 
Korea on leave, and he threw a 
New Year's Eve party, and the 
parents were gone. Anyway, 
there was a line of guys standing 

182 

, 

Don Johnson 

was the you11gest--

at twelve (and single) 

-Phil Donahue the 

oldest, a married man 

of twenty-three. And 

in between range a . 

host of celebs whose 

first-time tales of 

sex-at-Iast are firmly 

rooted in their teens! 

By David Ragall 

outside this bedroom door. I said, 'What's going on?' and 
they said, 'This woman's in there, and she's taking us on one 
at a time.' And they put me in front. I was very excited when 
I walked in. It was very dark. 'Hello, Barbara,' I said, and 
she said, 'Is that you, Ronnie?' In a split second, my brain 
told me, Youa' better be Ronnie or she's going to kick you out. So 
I said, 'Yeah; in my brother's voice. Like the first time for 
so many of my colleagues in the world, it was over before it 
began. But I couldn't believe that was it, so I just kept go
ing, partly out of fear, because she thought she was making 
love to my brother. When a shaft of light came in, she saw 
my face and screamed. And I jumped off and just ran out, 
naked. If! ever had to look back at the first moment I knew 
I was an actor or realized it was a good idea to be one, I'd 
have to say that was it." ~ 

BAR BRA S T REI SAN 0: "I couldn't even think i 
about having sex until I got past certain inhibitions. Sex was ~ 
taboo in my family. It was drilled into me that you don't hold ~ 
hands, you don't kiss-because you could get a disease-and ~ 

you absolutely don't make love until you get married. ~ 
With that background, I didn't have my first sexual expe- ~ 
rience until I was eighteen. In one way, it was what I ex- '" 
pected it to be, but not completely. It got better later.» I 

~ 
BOY G E 0 R G E: "I've attracted straight men since ~ 
I was very young. One man who was rather important in ~ 
my life was a famous Italian pop singer. We met on the I 
tube in London. I was a punk with spiky hair and wearing l! 

bondage gear. He came up to me and, smiling, asked if! ~ 



Kappeler points out is what has come to he perceivea as women's 'natural' 

state, one to he feared 

When {the woman-ohject] is new, unused intact it hears 
the seal of its unwillingness' in its virginitld ... 'Once the 
seal is hroken however, the woman-machine gets 
going, responaing to its use. The presumea 
unwillingness was onlld a state of inexperience. The 
unaerllding presupposition is that the hoald is 
insatiahle .... The unwillingness of the woman-victim is 
thus the cultural state of woman coaea hid the 
patriarchal economld of the exchange of women in its 
laws ana its religions. The willingness of the woman
ohject is the natural state to which she has heen 
returnea through the offices of men. Willingness ana 
unwillingness are thus expressions of her hoald not 
aeterminations of her mina (Kappeler, 151-158). 

Richarc/son represses all knowleage of this aspect of the willing/unwilling 

aichotomld in Pamela hid writing her willingness as a "aetermination of the 

mina". trom a feminist perspective this shift might he perceivea positivelld 

except that it is not her mina which aoes the aetermining. t1long with this 

rewriting of willingness comes the erasure of pamela as a sexual presence. 

Defloration within marriage works to aesex her. 9n Richarason's 

construction of woman self-aiscipline ana pietld are emphasizea even after 

marriage. pamela cannot ahanaon her virginal appearance for this is the 

representation that all have come to aamire. 19 When forcea to, IVlr. 6. can 

19 Look at how affrontea the marriecl Pamela is when an 'aclmirer' 
leaves verses uncler her seat at church. lis she salds to [aclld Davers in her 
aiscussion of the inciaent: "it woula extremelld shock me hut to know that anld 
wickea Heart haa conceivecl a Design upon me: Upon me .. .whose onlld (jlorld 
ancl Merit is, that 9 have haa the (jrace to withstancl the greatest of Trials 
ana Temptations from a (jentleman more worthld to he helovea, hoth for 
person anc/ Jvtincl, than anld man in Englana" (Vol. 999,231-2). 
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admire Pamelas appearance and even consider her exceptional or beautiful, 

but his desire for her (which 'unmanned" him in pamela 9) is and must be 

replaced by his desire for her to serve and reproduce. 20 crhere is a class 

aspect to this change in Mr. 8. C;ust as Pamela must efface the 'wanton' 

seXlAality associated with her class of servant girls, /Vlr. 8. must learn to forget 

he is a rake and meet with Pamela on this new middle-class plane. 

crhere they meet ]reud and Dora. C;ane (jallop reads this same sense of 

class-biased virtual virginity in jreud and Doras dismissive posture towards 

Doms governess. 9n (jallops reading, jreud and Dora "cannot bear to 

identify with the governess because they think there is still some place where 

one can escape the structural exchange of women. crheystlll believe that 

there is still some mother who is not a governess" ((jallop, 1 LJ1). 9n the 

process of social ascendancy, pamela's defloration is a marker. 9t is also 

Illusory. R.ichardson tries to convinces us that she must not only leave her 

individual past behind, 21she must leave her past as a servant-girl behind. 

20crhe best example of this is during Mr.8. 's telling (or retelling) of the 
masquerac;/e affair when he c;/escribes a conversation (sexually chargec;/, no 
c;/oubt) between himself anc;/ the countess: "Tell me now of a crruth [she saic;/j, 
with all the Charms your too agreeable ]Iattery gives me, Which is the most 
lovely, your pamela or myself?" (Vol. 911, 223) Mr. 8. proceec;/s to compare the 
hair, foreheads, complexions, eyes, cheeks, noses, smiles, teeth chins, ears, 
anc;/ necks of the two women. 

21 Her parents are conveniently ascended along with her though her 
other relatives are disassociatec;/ from her and lett behind. crhis process of 
abandonment is the first issue pamela asks for Lady Davers' advice on in 
pamela 99. 9nterestingllJ, where pamelas initial interest in heredity comes 
up is before her first chilC;/birth where she expresses the anxiety that ifshe 
C;/ies in childbirth her parents will lose their possession of the Kent farm. 
[ac;/IJ Davers writes to Mr. 8. asking him to reassure pamela that her 
parents will inherit the farm (Vol. 9V, 10£1). 
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jreud's comment to 9ung that "well-informed persons assure me that these 

[servant] girls are much less diffident about engaging in coitus than about 

being seen naked" (freud-7ungLetters. 64) underlines the pervasiveness of 

such stereotypes (as well as embarrassingly betraying jreud's upper-class 

bias and his social irresponsibility toward the many clear cases of rape which 

he encountered in his practice. but preferred to label infantile fantclsfl). 

But it is only this way because t(ichardson (and jreud) says so. flnd has the 

authority to say so. 9n order to speak for t(ichardson and maybe. more 

importantly. in order to be listened to. and therefore serve as an exemplary 

figure. t(ichardson knows that Pamela must renounce her group's sexual 

history. '[his is partly achieved by the consistent alienation of pamela and 

Mr. B. after their marriage and is best demonstrated by their practice of 

communicating by letter even while in the same house. 9n pamela 9. while 

their sexual relations were being negotiated. interchanges between the two 

were mostly recorded as live (and lively) conversation within pamela's letters. 

9nheritance is the issue for t(ichardson. pamela's project and 

purpose in pamela 99 clearly becomes procreation. '[his is to further 

t(ichardson's purpose of pamela as an exemplary wife and mother. 22 yet it 

is a procreation process that denies the sex act in its aversion to the pregnant 

body. its emphasis on the terrors pamela experiences prior to chHdbirth (but 

22She is even able to have the "correct" gender distribution among her 
seven children. as prescribed by (interestingly) the childless [aald Davers (Vol. 
W.30-1). '[his can also be read acrosst(icnarason's own personal anxieties 
about nereaitld. flll of his sons died young. His daughters survived. 
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only the first one) and on the education of children where this whole process 

of writing women's sexuality can be neatly reproduced. We see this clearly in , 

the nursery tale pamela tells Miss (joodwin and the other children and 

transcribes for Polly Darnfora (now a mother herself) as part of the final 

letter in pamela 99. pamela through her regeneratea history never really 

loses her virginity. Perhaps it is this/ack of change in pamela that most 

marks her aefloration. 
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Looking at what might have been: A Kind of Conclusion (though clearly not a 
solution) 

I had this impulse to figure out what other marriages Pamela might have had if things hadn't 

worked out with Mr. B. I thought I could go back to the texts and look at what Mr. B.'s mother had said 

about this and what Mrs. Jervis had said and the evil stuff Mr. B. had planned with marrying her off to 

Colbrand or Williams or whatever that was. I actually started to do it but then the most depressing 

thought hit me: it wouldn't have made any difference. I kept thinking that any kind of marriage would 

have been bad. Or maybe it's because marriage is a commodity and where we're catching Richardson is 

when marriage is changing from one kind of product to another kind of product. And none of these 

products are really any good for women. They're not even for women. They treat women like a problem 

that needs a box wrapped around it. Or a frame. Or 48 Rules. Or a book. Maybe Simon Darnford 

throws the book at Polly because he can't put her in it. And when he can't adequately answer Pamela's 

letter, he tries to get her husband on his side. Well I guess it would have made a difference. It would 

have been worse for Pamela to have been married to Simon Darnford. I didn't really look at how Mrs. 

Darnford feels about her marriage. After they're married Mr. B. does try for the most part to be nice to 
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Pamela and he's proud of her and likes to show her off even to his almost lover. That was a weird 

scene. Have I talked myself out the depression already? 

I started typing in this font because it's called New Century Schoolbook. I guess it has its 

roots somewhere, maybe in a font called Schoolbook. Maybe I wanted to see if my ideas looked more 

academic or maybe more childishly academic if I used this font. Just like in the last section where I 

used a font -- kind of romantic, kind of ethereal, kind of like handwriting -- called Nadianne, no, wait a 

minute: !Jadianne to talk about women's issues in an odd, tentative way. Maybe I just should have 

handwritten it. Or would that have blown the credibility of the project completely? 

Form concerns me a lot. Richardson and I are connected in this way at least. By making a 

production out of this project I've tried to underline how form and production work to control 

expression. I guess it bothers me too that all these words take a long time to read and a lot of people 

can't even read them and maybe there are other visual means of explaining these ideas. Or maybe (my 

favourite expression?) it's just complicated and my unwillingness to accept the prescribed form will 

simply work to complicate things formally. Or maybe, I wouldn't be able to write about what I'm 

writing about if I didn't play with the form. 



--- ------

Honestly, it's not a game with me. If you look back at all of the things I've been talking about: 

publishing, editorial frame, rape, marriage, virginity -- they are all institutions which even at the 

slightest probing break open and offer possibilities for new readings and, indeed, new ways of 

experiencing those realities. It's actually, in my opinion, a disservice to Pamela (and probably to 

Richardson too) to just let her lie there in that book for all these years without thinking about how the 

container within which she lies (the book object) holds us in there too. I feel this particularly from my 

female perspective but I think it holds all of us who share this inherited middle-class, Western culture. 

On one hand it seems so normal, so natural ... but it has its weird and scary side too. How have we come 

to think this way? To whose advantage? What happened to everyone else? What has been lost? 

Who has been lost? 

' ...... ' 
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